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Summary

Systems, facilities and equipment are periodically updated during a power plant's lifetime.
This has human factors implications, especially if the central control room is involved.
Human factors work may therefore be required. There is an extensive literature on human
factors itself, but not so much on how it is verified and validated. Therefore, HRP and the
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) commissioned a study. The objective was to
review the literature and establish a knowledge base on verification and validation (V&V) of
human factors issues. The report first discusses verification and validation as applied to
human factors work. It describes a design process and the typical human factors topics
involved. It then presents a generic method for V&V of human factors. This is built on a
review of standards, guidelines and other references given in an annotated bibliography. The
method is illustrated by application to some human factors topics.

Sammanfattning

System, utrustning och komponenter fornyas aterkommande under en anlaggnings livstid.
Sadana forandringar ar av betydelse med avseende pa samspelet manniska, teknik och
organisation, sarskilt om de beror det centrala kontrollrummet. Det behovs darfor
arbetsinsatser inom ergonomiomradet. Det finns omfattande litteratur om ergonomi, men inte
sa mycket om hur arbetsinsatserna verifieras och valideras. Halden Reactor Project fick darfor
i uppdrag av Statens Karnkraftinspektion (SKI) att gora en studie. Syftet var att gora en,
genomgang av befintlig litteratur och etablera en kunskapsbas om Verifiering och Validering
(V&V) ur ergonomisk synpunkt. Rapporten innehaller en diskussion om V&V och en
beskrivning av design processen med typiska ergonomiska fragestallningar. En generisk
metod for V&V ur ergonomiskt perspektiv presenteras. Metoden bygger pa standarder,
vagledningar och andra kallor i en kommenterad bibliografi. For att visa hur metoden kan
anvandas tillampas den pa nagra ergonomiska aspekter.
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1 Introduction
This report collates and presents issues relevant to verification and validation (V&V)
supplemented by notes on good practice. The contents are based on accessible
standards, guidelines and other sources.
A generic process for review of V&V is developed and presented. This is applied to
several human factors topics to illustrate how the suggested generic process could be
used for specific human factors topics. The set of topics we have used should be
understood as illustrative, rather than as a definitive list of subjects.
Statements, opinions, advice and coverage in this report represent the views of its
authors.

1.1 Users

The main users and readers of this report are assumed:

To be familiar with general nuclear power terms, functions and operations.

To have access to the set of references upon which the report has been developed.

To have received some training in the concepts underpinning the report and in the
use of the report.

1.2 Structure

Sections 2, 3 and 4 establish the terms and definitions for the work and characterise
verification, validation and typical project structures. Section 5 then describes a generic
process for V&V. The generic process focuses on control room upgrades, though it
could be applied to any project that has human factors implications. These are the main
sections of the report.
Section 6 following the generic V&V process describes some human factors topics that
we believe any project is likely to address and then applies the generic V&V process to
each of these human factors topics. These are illustrative examples of how to apply the
generic V&V process to selected topics. Where there are issues specific to a topic, these
are explained. Appendix A gives an annotated bibliography of the references reviewed
for the report.



2 Context and Definitions
This section establishes a common set of terms, definitions and concepts for users of the
report. It contains a discussion of the different uses of the terms 'verification' and
'validation' in the professional fields most likely to be met. It goes on to discuss human
factors aspects of V&V and presents the definitions for both terms used by the report.
Any other terms associated with the process of V&V are discussed and defined here.

2.1 Context

Understanding the context for this report requires an appreciation of:

The design process.

The V&V programme.

These are shown in Figure 1 and outlined in the subsequent sections.

2.1.1 The Design Process

The design and development process will vary considerably in detail between different
projects. A process is therefore described which we believe is broadly typical of the
stages undertaken when designing a new control room or modifying an existing one.
Some description of this process is required, as it is necessary to make assumptions
concerning to what the utility's V&V programme is applied.
The human factors topics typically addressed by a project are described in section 6 and
in many of the references in Appendix A. Several references in Appendix A contain
descriptions of both design processes and the human factors topics associated with
them. The process for checking these aspects is a separate and independent process from
V&V.

2.1.2 The Human Factors V&V Programme

As well as the design process itself, this report also needs to consider the way in which
human factors aspects might typically be verified and validated. Such a consideration
should include:

• A description of a typical V&V process including the scope for the
consideration of V&V issues beyond the design process and into the facilities
operational life.

• The elements found in such a process.

• The human factors aspects that could be addressed in a V&V plan.

• A description of current 'good practice' for these aspects.
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Figure 1. Main Processes Considered in the Current Work

2.2 Definitions

Numerous but sometimes conflicting definitions can be found for these terms across
different fields, for instance, human factors, software engineering. Though the focus of
this work is human factors, it is important to appreciate that differences exist between
the term 'V&V as used in software engineering, quality management, and human
factors. Dictionary definitions of the terms vary but typical examples are:

Verify: to establish truth or correctness by examination or demonstration.



Valid: sound, defensible, executed with proper formality. (Pocket Oxford Dictionary 1984)

The verb to 'verify' means to show that something has been designed or constructed
according to its specification. The word 'valid' means that the object that has been built
is able to carry out the task for which it was intended. The suffixes '-ation' and '-
ication' refer to processes or acts. 'Validation' must then refer to the process or act of
showing that something is valid, and similarly for verification.
In the present context, then, we want 'verification and validation' to be understood as a
process. The V&V process includes, for example, a documented specification,
collection of data, analysis of existing and future systems, a comparison process, and
documentation and resolution of differences.
The terms V&V possibly have different meanings within software engineering. For
example EWICS-TC7 (1989)1 define the terms as:

Verification: The comparison at each stage of a system's life cycle to determine that there is a
faithful translation of one stage into the next.

Validation: The process of determining the level of conformance between an operational system
and the systems requirement, under operational conditions. (EWICS-TC7, 1989)

These definitions, whilst they may be accepted and understood within software
engineering, are the source of some confusion when brought outside this discipline and
for this reason will not be considered further here, although they are close to our own
use of the terms.
Quality management also has accepted processes and systems related to V&V. For
example ISO 84022 defines V&V as:

Verification: Confirmation by examination and provision of objective evidence that specified
requirements have been fulfilled.

Note 1. In design and development, verification concerns the process of examining the result of a
given activity to determine conformity with the stated requirement of that activity.

Validation: Confirmation by examination and provision of objective evidence that the particular
requirements for a specific intended use are fulfilled.

Note 1. In design and development, validation concerns the process of examining a product to
determine conformity with user needs. (ISO 8402).

1 EWICS-TC7 Guidelines published in 'Dependability of critical computer systems',
Vol 2.Editor F. Redmil, Elsevier 1989. Cited in Dahll, G., and Kvalem, J.(1994)
Guidelines for Reviewing Software in Safety Related Systems. Report prepared for
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate by Institutt for Energiteknikk, Halden, February
1994.

2 Draft International Standard ISO/DIS 8402, ISO/TC 176/ SCI (1991) Quality
Management and Quality Assurance - Vocabulary. In ISO 9000 Compendium 3rd
Edition (1993) International Organisation for Standardisation, Geneva, Switzerland.



The same standard also defines a process for the quality audits as:

Systematic and independent examination to determine whether quality activities and related results
comply with planned arrangements and whether these arrangements are implemented effectively
and are suitable to achieve objectives. (ISO 8402).

It is also interesting that in psychology the 'validation' of a measurement means the
establishment that it measures what it intended to measure. The parallel definition in the
human factors of design would be 'Does the artefact, system, object, etc., actually do
what it is intended to do?' This view of validation and verification is illustrated in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The Role of Verification and Validation

There are several more definitions of verification and validation in standards dealing
with human factors issues. For example:

• Verification:

The process of determining whether instrumentation, controls, and other equipment meet the
specific requirements of the tasks performed by operators (from NUREG-0700 Rev. 1)

The process of determining whether individual components meet the specified requirements. In
this context, verification is a series of analytical checks of instrumentation, controls, displays, and
other equipment against specific human factors criteria, engineering criteria and operating and
functional goals. (D3C 964)

• Validation:

(1) The process of determining whether the design of machine elements and the organisational
design of human elements of a human-machine system is adequate to support effective integrated
performance of established functions. (2) The capability of a system to check information entry
items for correct content of format as defined by software logic. (NUREG-0700, Rev. 1)



Validation, which should be carried out after completing the verification, is generally defined as
the test and evaluation to determine that a problem solution complies with the functional,
performance and interface requirements. More specifically, it is the process of determining
whether the physical and organisational design for operations is adequate to support effective
integrated performance of the functions of the control room operation staff. (IEC 964)

These definitions of verification and validation suggest that it is likely or natural that
greater emphasis will be placed in the verification aspects earlier in the design process,
and that later validation will dominate. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Relation between Effort and Time for Verification and Validation

However, validity or validation is at least as important as verification and should, as far
as possible, be carried out early in the design process. Typical validation faults (adapted
from Nielsen, 1993) could be:

• Design for the wrong users (or not all users).

• Design for the wrong tasks (or not all the tasks).

• Failure to include time constraints.

• Failure to include situational influences.

2.2.1 Definition of Verification

For the purposes of this report, we propose to use the definition of verification taken
from the IEC standard 964. Verification is therefore defined as:

The process of determining whether individual components meet the specified requirements. In
this context, verification implies a series of analytical checks of instrumentation, controls,
displays, and other equipment against specific human factors and engineering criteria and
operating and functional goals. (IEC 964)

2.2.2 Definition of Validation

For the purposes of this report, we use the definition of validation taken from the IEC
standard 964:



Validation, which should be carried out after completing the verification, is generally defined as
the test and evaluation to determine that a problem solution complies with the functional,
performance and interface requirements. More specifically, it is the process of determining
whether the physical and organisational design for operations is adequate to support effective
integrated performance of the functions of the control room operation staff. (IEC 964)



3 Characterisation of the Design Process
This section contains further discussion of a typical design process. This was previously
outlined in section 2.1.1. It does not seek to define or stipulate one correct process but to
present a summary of the typical high-level stages that such a process is likely to entail.
There is also a brief description of the role and timing of human factors in the design
process. Next, we discuss the design process and V&V work when the project is an
evolutionary change or control room upgrade. A number of standards and references
contained in Appendix A give systematic and comprehensive design processes. Finally,
we discuss the changing nature of control room upgrades and the effect that this could
have on human performance, and consequently on the kind of verification and
validation that might be needed.

3.1 The Design Process

The design process has been characterised as comprising four principal sections:
planning, preparatory analysis, development and build, and testing and acceptance. The
adoption and demonstration of a comprehensive systematic design process is vital for
the design result.
For smaller upgrades to existing systems, it may not be necessary to consider all aspects
of the process in equal detail. However, the approach adopted should be sufficient to
meet the requirements of the upgrade. See section 3.3 for a fuller discussion of this
aspect.

3.1.1 Planning

In this stage the objectives for the system to be designed are defined and documented. In
addition, the performance specifications are documented. Some of the tasks that may
typically be undertaken at this stage are:

• Selection of the processes of designing the system.

• Outlining of the concept of the new system.

• Statement of the purposes of the new system as objectives.

• Definition of system and user requirements.

• If applicable, focus on the changes from an old system to the proposed new
system.

3.1.2 Preparatory Analysis

This stage can be characterised as one in which the initial information gathering and
analysis are performed for the design. Some of the tasks that may be undertaken at this
stage are:

• Examination of concepts of the proposed system, i.e., feasibility.

• Definition of the functions that the system has to perform to meet its
objectives and the performance specifications.

• Description of the major functions.
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• Allocation of the functions to human and machine.

3.1.3 Development and Build

This stage is concerned with the development of detailed design specifications for the
interface and the consideration of the interaction of the design with other elements of
the system, i.e. training, documentation, etc. Typical tasks at this stage are:

• Documentation of detailed specifications.

• Building of prototypes.

• Refinement of design.

3.1.4 Testing and Acceptance

This stage is concerned with the final test and evaluation of the design to ensure that it
is verified and validated. Typical tasks at this stage are:

• Final Verification — does the customer accept that the system has been
designed, built, installed, etc. according to the agreed specification?

• Final Validation — is the system acceptable and suitable for the users?

• Human factors customer acceptance tests.

• Identification, recording and rectification of discrepancies. Any necessary
changes are fed back to the development and build stage.

• Commissioning.

3.2 When to Apply Human Factors in a Design Process

In each of the design stages described above, several human factors topics can be
identified that should be undertaken along with the engineering design, development
and build work. Figure 4 identifies a typical set of these topics and relates them to the
stages of the design process. As in Figure 1, verification and validation are shown as
applying at all stages of a project, not only at the test and acceptance stage. Some V&V
work on all human factors topics should be considered at all stages of the project. A
fuller consideration of human factors topics and the application of a generic verification
and validation process to these topics (or groupings of them) is the focus of section 6.
It is important that these human factors issues are not considered as optional or
supplementary, but rather as an integral and necessary part of the design process.
Although the exact process of V&V will vary dependent on the scope and nature of the
modification to be made, the principle remains the same.

11
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3.3 Upgrading Existing Facilities

A control system is a changing system. Due to operational experiences, regulatory
demands, new technology and other factors, the system will undergo minor as well as
substantial changes (International Atomic Energy Agency, 1995). The human factors
V&V requirements for a smaller evolutionary change will be considerably different
from those for a new advanced control room. Such evolutionary changes can result from
a variety of sources including regulatory requirements, ageing of existing systems,
introduction of new technology, insights gained from operating experience, etc. The
literature gives little concrete guidance on how the V&V requirements for these sorts of
changes should be determined.

For a new control room, the full range of V&V issues and requirements discussed in this
report and the standards it references are applicable. However, for smaller evolutionary
changes, V&V issues and requirements will differ and it is the extent and nature of the
modification itself that will determine them. Typical control room evolutionary projects
include the replacement or upgrade of process monitoring systems, re-organisation of
hard-wired panel and desks, etc.

Evolutionary changes are acknowledged in the literature as an area where the V&V
process is both important and needs to be tailored to individual projects. However, very
little practical guidance is available. Must a comprehensive human factors and V&V
programme be carried out for every upgrade, no matter how small? One possibility is
that previous V&V work can be reused under certain conditions.

The use of existing data in the V&V of these changes can be based on arguments related
to their degree of innovation and qualification by similarity. These arguments can
justify the use of existing data and help to reduce the amount of V&V work. The new
V&V efforts are focused on areas of change and their integration with the existing
system. The V&V process itself must still have an acceptable framework supported by
appropriate documentation. Final determination of what form of V&V is acceptable for
evolutionary changes must be decided in each particular case.

3.3.1 Use of Existing V&V Information

For evolutionary changes, information often exists already, such as analyses from
previous design documents, procedures, and operation experience. Together these can
constitute an important pre-validated data set. This data set can be used to meet some of
the requirements of the V&V process, although issues such as the degree of change and
the quality of existing material must obviously also be taken into account.
Consequently, IEC 1771 (1995a) notes that the V&V activities need to be tailored to the
particular needs and circumstances of individual projects. The basic framework for
carrying out a V&V (given in section 5) is, however, constant; that is, the stages of
preparation, evaluation, and resolution are retained. The additional work that does or
does not take place under these headings must be justified and documented.

The IEC 1771 standard draws attention to two important aspects when deciding the
V&V requirements for projects of this nature. These are the 'degree of innovation' and
the possibility of 'qualification by similarity'. The degree of innovation relates to those
areas of innovation in the change and concentrates V&V activities on them. The degree
of innovation varies along a continuum from a replica of an existing design, which

13



would require very little V&V, to an evolutionary design requiring selected V&V
activities, to an advanced design required the full scope of V&V activities. For
evolutionary changes, V&V activities can be concentrated on the areas of change and
their integration with existing, proven, features of the design. (EEC 1771, 1995a)

Qualification by similarity relates to the extent to which a new design or modification
contains features, including V&V, that are already proven. IEC 1771 (1995a, p. 53)
suggests that qualification by similarity is applicable if it can be shown that "the
differences between the old and the new systems or equipment do not affect
performance or that performance is superior" (IEC, 1995a, p. 53). As a note of caution,
it adds that:

...more than accident free operation of an existing system is required for a successful qualification
by similarity argument. A review of system operation should be conducted that shows the absence
of significant operational problems. (IEC 1771, 1995a, p. 53)

Besides this, the potential to affect or influence risk levels should be considered.
Existing safety analyses can help to address this issue.

3.3.2 New V&V Information

In an upgrade, there is a need to verify and validate new and innovative aspects,
including their interaction with the existing plant. IAEA-TECDOC-812 (1995)
identifies a number of issues relevant to the V&V process for evolutionary changes,
including:

• Appreciation of current and previous change programmes and their motives
and philosophies.

• Appreciation of the possible effects of the change on other aspects of work
and organisational factors.

• The effect of the changes on training requirements, simulators, procedures and
other relevant aspects.

• The way changes will be introduced and whether parallel use of old and new
system is desirable for V&V.

• The implementation of modifications in the plant simulator where appropriate
V&V can take place.

Glenn and Niehoff (1985) provide a useful and practical description of how
evolutionary changes to the control room were dealt with at Fort St. Vrain NPP in the
USA.

14



3.4 The Changing Nature of Power Plant Design and Control
Room Tasks

Changes in control systems and control room equipment can affect the role of operators
and their tasks both during normal functioning and during emergencies. There are, for
example, changes in the interface, tasks and functions allocated to the operator,
including (NUREG-0711, p. 1-2):

• Greater use of automation.

• A shift of the operator's role from active involvement to monitoring,
supervision, and backup of automated systems.

• Greater centralisation of controls and displays, both on a station basis and
within the control room.

• Use of large displays in the control room that allow a shared space for viewing
high-level or summary information and critical parameters.

• A shift of the operator's primary interface from direct interaction with
components to interaction with a data-based system.

• Greater use of integrated displays and graphical displays.

• Greater use of information-processing aids and decision-support aids.

If the operator's role has changed in this way, it will be more difficult to apply the
arguments given in the previous section: to argue for qualification by similarity or to
claim that the degree of innovation is small.

These technologies and trends affect the design and equipment in both new facilities
and existing control rooms. Therefore, there is a range of technologies and approaches
to the man-machine interface at any one location, and a range of degrees of upgrading.
These changes mean that any human factors programme, and V&V of it, must allow for
a diversity of approaches to control and display, and must be particularly sensitive to
new problems created.

New problems can arise because there is a potential to affect human performance, to
create new types of human error and to reduce human reliability in new ways. Because
these new effects on human performance tend to be of a different kind from those found
in conventional control rooms, they are at first less obvious and less likely to be
understood, or even recognised. The human factors programme must address these
issues and resolve them in some way. Some of these new threats to human reliability are
briefly discussed in NUREG-0711:

• Lack of Knowledge — Cognitive issues are emerging as more significant than
the physical ergonomic considerations of control room design that have
heretofore dominated the design of conventional interfaces, and indeed human
factors as a subject.

• Changes in Function Allocation — Increases in automation have tended to
result in a shift from physical workload to cognitive workload. As a result,
there are dangers such as loss of vigilance, loss of situation awareness, and

15



eventually, loss of a full understanding of the processes as the operator is
taken more and more 'out of the loop'.

• Changes in Cognitive Implications of Designs — Systems have changed in
several ways. Information tends to be more pre-digested, information is
resident on a workstation or computer system rather than physically located in
a room, there is a greater quantity of information, and there is an additional
burden of operating the interface equipment. These lead to a greater need to
specify system requirements in cognitive rather than physical terms. This
requires new techniques, such as cognitive task analysis, which are relatively
undeveloped in human factors as a subject.

• Changes in Skill Demands — Although systems are increasingly automated,
they also create new, usually highly skilled tasks for operators. Operators must
understand and evaluate the performance of automatic systems, or even take
over from them when they fail. It is difficult to see how this level of skill can
reasonably be expected of operators, when the same automation has made
their daily tasks more boring and monotonous.

These points make clear that the changing nature and equipment in control rooms itself
changes the roles, functions and tasks of the control room and the staff within it. This in
turn puts requirements on the kind of human factors work that is needed..
As a response to these problems, many bodies have begun to look more seriously at the
implications of advanced control room systems. It is often difficult to set pass/fail
criteria or to prescribe methods in advance for some of these new problems. There has
consequently been an increased emphasis that utilities should give evidence of a design
process and a V&V process that can stand up to scrutiny and create confidence that a
design is satisfactory.

3.5 Sources of Confidence in a Design

When it comes to human factors, it is thought important (for instance, NUREG-0711,
1994) that:

• The design follows accepted human factors principles.

• The design supports the performance of the operators.

• The design supports the reliability of operators.
V&V of the human factors aspects of a design is just one source of confidence that a
design is satisfactory. There are several sources of evidence for the efficacy of the
human factors design (NUREG/CR-5908 Vol. 1, 1994, NUREG/CR-6393, 1996) as
shown in Table 1.
Further confidence in a design can be gained by a detailed test programme of the actual
plant and through successful operation of it. The record of operation can also be a
source of validation early in the design process for the next similar design or upgrade
(NUREG/CR-5908 Vol. 1,1994).

16



Table 1. Types of Information for Assessment of HFE Adequacy

Type of
evidence

Planning of
human factors
activities

Design
analysis work

Record of the
design

Minima! evidence

An HFE design team, a
programme plan and
methods for doing the
work

function analysis, task
analysis, assessments
of alternative
technologies

Specifications and
descriptions of designs

Best evidence

A qualified HFE design team with
all the skills and resources
required, using an acceptable
HFE programme plan

Results of appropriate HFE
studies, analyses that provide
accurate and complete inputs to
the design process and V&V
assessment criteria

Designed using proven
technology based on human
performance and task
requirements incorporating
accepted HFE standards and
guidelines

Verification
and validation
of the project

Compliance with HFE
guidelines and project
specifications, operation
of the integrated system
under actual or
simulated conditions

Evaluated with a thorough V&V
test programme throughout the
project

17



4 Characterisation of the Verification and
Validation Process

This section contains a more detailed discussion of the V&V process outlined in section
2.1.2, namely, a description relating the process of human factors V&V to the design
process described in section 1. It documents:

• The overall purpose of V&V and at different stages in the design process.

• The advantages arising from V&V.

• The information requirements and the use of results from the V&V process.

• Their implication for other stages in the design.
Again, the section does not prescribe one exclusively correct process; it describes a
typical role for V&V in the design process.

4.1 Background

The process of human factors V&V has three separate dimensions: the human factors
aspect in the design process that the V&V covers, the process of V&V itself, and the
detail in which a particular aspect is investigated, see Figure 5.

Detail

V&V Programme j

Design Process Operations

Figure 5. The Main Dimensions for V&V

The 'human factors aspect' dimension refers to those human factors aspects of the
design to which V&V is applied. The 'process' dimension refers to the generic process
applied to carry out V&V requirements and is independent of either the human factors
aspect or the level of detail considered. The 'detail' dimension is the degree of detail for
the V&V process applied. Both a small and a large modification may involve similar
human factors aspects and the process of carrying out V&V will be similar, but the level
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of detail for each aspect will not be necessarily as comprehensive for the small
evolutionary change as for a larger upgrade.

There are several basic questions, related to the above dimensions, that help to clarify
the purpose and process of V&V:

• Why should V&V be carried out?

• What is the process of V&V?

• How should that process be carried out?

• Who should apply the process?

• When should the process be applied?

The reasons for carrying out V&V are to:

1) detect design errors and to

2) provide evidence that

• the system can be operated safely and

• that operators can perform the necessary functions efficiently and effectively
using the design provided.

Implicit here is the requirement for measurements of performance and for criteria to test
the design against. For our purposes, we consider only human factors aspects, although
technical and engineering aspects are also important.

What then is the V&V process and how is it applied? We consider it a series of tests,
checks, and evaluations related to a particular human factors aspect of the design. We
have adopted a generic framework based on that detailed in E C 1771, that is, a three-
stage process involving, preparation, evaluation and resolution. The main stages of the
framework are independent of both the time they are used and the human factors topic
they are applied to. Of course, the actual contents will vary but the framework itself will
be constant. Consideration of who should carry out the V&V is discussed in section 5. It
can be summarised as a team of personnel who are suitability qualified, with appropriate
resources, who are independent of, but with access to, the design team.

In general, we believe that V&V activities should take place throughout the life of a
project, rather than mainly at the end. Obviously, some V&V work has to wait until
there are suitable outputs from the design process. Later in a project, when mock-ups
and prototypes are available, these should be subject to V&V. However, earlier in the
process it should be possible to do some V&V work. We feel that the benefits of V&V
are at least as great early in the process as they are in later stages. This position is in
agreement with IEC 1771 (1995a, p. 13) which states that

It should be noted that this V&V activity [of functional design and detailed design] may be carried
out at different stages of control-room design. Particularly for a new design, it can be seen as an
iterative process, starting at a very early stage and being repeated periodically. This allows for
design changes that result from reviews to be incorporated earlier in the systems. This results in a
significant improvement of the overall design process. (IEC, 1995a, p. 13)
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4.2 Planning for V&V

A V&V plan should be prepared early in the project and before the V&V work is
carried out. It would be expected to contain, at a minimum, details of:

• The objectives for V&V.

• The mandate and terms for V&V.

• The relationship and interfaces of V&V to other elements both within and
outside that of the project, for example, the design process and the quality
assurance programme.

• The V&V team, its primary responsibilities, the authority of the team and
resources available to it.

• A description of approach taken to V&V.

• How the process will be applied.

4.3 Basic V&V Process

The framework we have created for this report adopts the main V&V stages identified
in DEC 1771 (1995a, p. 13) for verification and validation of a new control room,
namely preparation, evaluation, and resolution. A full description of a generic process
for carrying out V&V is described in section 5. The main components of this generic
process as we have adapted it are:

1. Preparation — assembly of the elements required for the V&V process:

• Identification of the performance and safety objectives for the modification or
upgrade and development of the evaluation criteria. This should involve the
documentation of the detailed criteria to be used for the evaluation.

• Familiarisation with the concept or system to be considered including
collection of all documentation related to the aspect under consideration and
used in the design process. This documentation will be the basis for the V&V.

• Identification of the functions, users, information needs, task interactions, etc.
for the system from the source documents.

• Selection of an appropriate evaluation methodology.

• Identification of workspace and equipment required by the team in order to
apply the selected evaluation methodology.

• Definition of a schedule. This should detail the time requirements, relations
and dependency between the tasks within the evaluation process.

• Creation of an evaluation team. The team should be independent of, but have
access to, the design team.

2. Evaluation — the appraisal or assessment of the human factors aspect:
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• Process of evaluation. This should be carried out in line with the evaluation
methodology identified previously and shall be systematic and documented.

• Record of evaluation. The evaluation results should be recorded as well as any
deviations from criteria or the agreed methodology.

3. Resolution - of the identified deviations:

• Evaluation of deviations and correction as required. The process for the
consideration of these aspects should be systematic and documented.

• Consideration of possible interactions of the deviations and corrections.

• Documentation of process and outcome. The complete process should be
adequately documented and recorded.

4.4 Timing of V&V within the Design Process

Firm guidance on when in the design process V&V is best applied, is typically sparse
and very general in nature. In the past, there has been a tendency for V&V to be
conceived as a series of tests and evaluations that are carried out at the end of the
project after the design is completed. This view is still reflected in much of the
literature. More recently, there has been general agreement that V&V should be more
iterative and integrated into the design process. For example, Hollnagel (1985)
describes verification as

...an organic part of the design process rather than something which occurs between the
completion of die design and the release of the system for actual use (Hollnagel, 1985).

He identifies three reasons for this approach:

Design iterations and Evaluation: Since the complexity of MMSs [man-machine systems] cannot
be completely accounted for in the design basis the design process must consist of a series of
iterations where the problems are decomposed into sub-problems and where solutions to these are
found and verified. Such part-verifications of means, activities, and goals are necessary to ensure
that the partial solutions work correctly and that they work together. From this perspective, the
final verification of the whole system is the logical completion of a series of verifications that are
an integral part of the design process rather than a separate exercise.

Impact of evaluation results: Furthermore, if the verification only takes place after the design is
completed it will be very difficult to introduce any substantial changes. Smaller changes of a
cosmetic nature, such as deviations from established ergonomic principles can probably be
accommodated. But barring catastrophic design flaws, other demands for changes are likely to be
either postponed for later system revisions, or to be subsumed under training, operational support,
instructions, etc. Human adaptability thereby serves as a buffer for design inadequacies, and
provides the slack necessary for the system to function.

Information requirements of the evaluation: Finally considering the verification throughout the
design process will make it much easier to provide the required information. In order to carry out
verification one must know specifically what the purpose of the system is. Such specifications are
the result of design decisions, but if these are not properly documented, they may be difficult to
reconstruct afterwards. Reasons that seem obvious at the time of decision may therefore have to be
replaced by ad hoc reasons derived from a later analysis. This will not only make it more difficult
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to carry out the verification, but also increase the uncertainty and ambiguity of the criteria.
(Hollnagel, 1985).

Glenn and Niehoff (1985) and Stubler et al. (1993) endorse this approach of integrating
an iterative V&V into the design process. Stubler et al. (Op.cit.) propose the use of
lower fidelity test beds for addressing human performance issues much early in the
design process to allow modifications to be made with minimal effect on the overall
MMI system. They suggest the use of part-task simulators comprising both individual
and partially integrated sets of prototype components and dynamic simulations of
selected parts of the process. These they suggest should be performed as soon as they
are available. This approach, in combination with the integrated system testing, will
help to overcome Hollnagel's concerns.

The view of V&V as an integrated and iterative process is partially evident in the
contents of recent standards and guidelines, although guidance as to exactly when and
how often V&V should be carried out is less clear. For example, EEC 1771 states that:

It should be noted that this V&V activity may be carried out at different stages of control room
design. Particularly for a new design, it can be seen as an iterative process, starting at a very early
stage and being repeated periodically. (IEC 1771, p. 13)

However, despite the above statement the IEC standard only describes the V&V process
being applied at two distinct phases in the design process: following completion of the
functional design, and following detailed design, Figure 6. V&V of the functional
design is concerned with the basic allocation of function between the operator(s) and the
automation within the design and whether those tasks and functions are supported by
the design. V&V of the detailed design concerns assuring the output from the functional
requirements phase have been correctly incorporated into the design and assessment of
the integrated control room. It should also be noted that the V&V process is not applied
to single human factors topics but rather to related groups of topics or the results of a
series of topics.

These two phases in the design process described in the IEC standard move away
somewhat from the earlier tendency to test and evaluate at the end of the design.
Nevertheless, V&V is still seen as a distinct and separate process applied to the design
process rather than integrated within it. A similar approach is advocated in IAEA
(1995).

NUREG-0711 (1994c) describes five distinct phases related to the timeline of the
project:

1. Human System Interface (HSI) Task Support Verification: a check to ensure that HSI
components are provided to address all identified person tasks.
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Figure 6. Timing of V&V activities in IEC1771

2. HFE Design Verification: a check to determine whether the design of each HSI
component reflects HFE principles, standards, and guidelines.

3. Integrated System Validation: performance based evaluations of the integrated design
to ensure that the HFE/HSI supports safe operation of the plant.

4. Human Factors Issue Resolution Verification: a check to ensure that the HFE issues
identified during the design process have been acceptably addressed and resolved.

5. Final Plant HFE/HSI Design Verification: describes the detailed design and
performance criteria, ensuring that any remaining aspects are subjected to a suitable
V&V method and that the in plant design corresponds to that described and specified
by the design process.

The primary steps in this process are shown in Figure 7. It should be noted that
individual stages relate to either verification or validation and not both.

V&V work can also take place in several different groupings of related human factors
topics, in parallel, rather than solely in one large integrated system test. Testing of a
group of related human factors topics together, without waiting for other aspects to be
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completed, allows feedback and corrections to the design as early as possible.
Groupings of human factors topics for the purpose of V&V work can be related to the
timeline of the project, as described in E C 1771 and NUREG-0711. Stubler et al.
(1993) make the important point that "it is not the individual components themselves
which should be V&Ved, but rather specific human performance issues." The issue of
grouping of human factors topics is discussed in Section 6.

Design Process

Function Analysis

Task Analysis

Task Requirements

Interface Design

HFE Guidelines

Integrated System

Test Scenarios

V&V Process

Task Support
Verification

HFE Design
Verification

Integrated System
Validation

Issue Resolution
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=iriai plant desig
verification

System provides
all info. & control

capabilites for
personnel tasks

Interface
conforms to HFE

Guidelines

Functions & tasks
of operators can

be done
effectively

HF issues have
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Final plant
description

Figure 7. Timing of the Principal V&V Activities in NUREG-0711
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5 Generic V&V Process
This section of the report describes a generic process for verification and validation.
Firstly, the main reasons for developing a generic framework are outlined and the
principal references identified. Separate sections on the generic processes for
verification and validation itself are presented in sections 5.1 and 5.2.

The main reasons for the report adopting a generic approach to the process of V&V are:

• Applicability to different V&V processes.

• Applicability at different times in a project.

• Applicability to any human factors topic.

• Applicability at varying levels of detail.

• Points 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the dimensions used to characterise the V&V
process in section 4.1, Figure 5.

• V&V of the human factors content of a project, the subject here, should not be
confused with work on the human factors topics themselves. The process of
verifying and validating, for instance, coding techniques used in an alarm
system, is a different matter from the design issues in coding themselves.
These issues should be addressed as parts of the larger human factors
programme (NUREG-0711,1994).

V&V of a project's human factors work should also be distinguished from the question
whether tests and evaluations were themselves valid and reliable. NUREG 6393
(USNRC, 1996, p. 4-4) expresses the distinction in this way:

The different uses of the terms 'validation' and 'validity' are potential sources of confusion. The
term validation is used...to describe a process by which a NPP design is evaluated to determine
whether it adequately satisfies the demands of the real-world operating environment. The term
validity is used to describe characteristics of the methods and tools used in the validation process.
(USNRC, 1996, p. 4-4)

That is to say, we can distinguish two things: a) whether a satisfactory programme for
V&V of human factors was carried out, and b) whether the specific methods and
measures used in human factors techniques and tests themselves were valid, reliable and
generally following good practice. The latter question, especially the validity of
methods and tools, is specifically covered in NUREG/CR-6393 (1996) and generally in
a large volume of other human factors literature. It is not the subject of this report,
although it is of course something that should be addressed (see sections 5.1.2 and
5.2.2).

The generic structure and the presentation of human factors topics within this report are
presented as a set of questions. Each question is printed in Italics and is followed by
explanatory text.

The generic V&V process contains the main stages identified in IEC (1995a), namely,
preparation, evaluation, and resolution. We have filled out and altered this framework
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by incorporating guidance and comments on the verification and validation process
given in several other documents.

The documents reviewed for the project are listed and annotated in Appendix A. Of
these, the most important for the present purposes were:

International Electrotechnical Commission (1989). Design of Control Rooms for
Nuclear Power Plants. Geneva: EEC (International Standard 964. (1989-03)).

International Electrotechnical Commission (1995a). Nuclear power Plants — Main
Control Room — Verification and Validation of Design. Geneva: IEC (International
Standard 1771. (1995-12)). Supplementary standard to DEC 964.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1994a). Advanced Human-System Interface
Design Review Guideline: General Evaluation Model, Technical Development, and
Guideline Description. Washington: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research (NUREG/CR-5908 Vol. 1).

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1994b). Advanced Human-System Interface
Design Review Guideline: Evaluation Procedures and Guidelines for Human Factors
Engineering Reviews. Washington: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research (NUREG/CR-5908 Vol. 2)

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1994c). Human Factors Engineering Program
Review Model. Washington: Nuclear Regulatory Commission Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research (NUREG-0711).

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1996a). Integrated System Validation:
Methodology and Review Criteria. Washington: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (NUREG/CR-6393)

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1996b). Human System Interface Design Review
Guideline. Revision 1, Volume I: Process and Guidelines. Washington: U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Office of Nuclear Regulation (NUREG-0700).

Glenn D.J. and Niehoff M.E. (1985). Control Room Design Change Verification at Ft.
St. Vrain. In: IEEE Third Conference on Human Factors and Power Plants, Monterey,
California, 23-27 June 1985, Edited by E.W. Hagan. Institute Electrical and electronic
Engineers, New York, 1985, pp 109-114.

Stubler, W.F., Roth, E.M., Mumaw, R.J. (1992). Integrating Verification and Validation
with the Design of Complex Man-Machine Systems. In: Wise, J.A., Hopkin, V.D.,
Stager, P. (1992) Verification and Validation of Complex Systems: Human Factors
Issues. Berlin: Springer-Verlag (NATO ASI Series F: Computer and Systems Sciences,
Vol. 110), pp 159-172.

Some of the most important standards for the project, and the inter-relationships
between them, are shown in Figure 8.
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5.1 Verification — A Generic Process

Verification is a kind of review or evaluation that shows whether something (e.g., a
design, prototype or finished product) meets its specifications. That is, verification
answers the question "Did the designers do what they said they would do?" Validation,
on the other hand, shows whether something is effective, or "Does the system work?"
(Stubler et al., 1993.). Both types of review are necessary because:

• It is possible to build something that meets its specifications but that is
nevertheless not useful — it is verified but not valid.

• It is possible to build something that has some effectiveness but in which one
cannot have confidence because it has not been shown to conform with a
comprehensive specification — it is valid but not verified.

Genetically (i.e., free of any reference to a specific human factors topic) a verification
has several steps. A recent international standard (EC 1771, 1995a) gives three main
stages:

• Preparation.

• Evaluation.

• Resolution.
There is emphasis on the preparation phase to ensure good review results. The standard
stresses that preparation should also take into account the information needs of human
factors for control room design, so that reference material is available throughout the
design process.

The sections in our own generic structure rearrange the structures within these headings
and develop them further. Under each heading we include questions that suggest the
kinds of evidence that could be asked for and the purpose behind each question. We
now describe the three stages of preparation, evaluation and resolution relating to
verification and the question set developed to investigate that aspect.

5.1.1 Preparation

5.1.1.1 Documents Used in Verification

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

This question refers to familiarisation with the concept or system to be considered
and documents that will be used for reference throughout a project. The utility's
evaluation team should collect all documentation related to the topic under
consideration and used in the design process. The documentation will be the basis for
the verification process. The evaluation team should have access to members of the
team that was responsible for design and documentation (EC 1771, 1995).

A document structure should be developed, along with a review and approval
procedure, with the outcome being the availability of documents to all design
personnel. These provide guidance on all human factors issues. This helps to ensure
uniformity of design by establishment of continuity and convention (Glenn et al.,
1985).
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The documentation should include material produced specially by the utility for a
project, and more general information, such as standards, guidelines and human
factors literature. The documents could include (based on DEC 1771, 1995):

Normative documents.

Human factors
literature and
guidance specific to
the topic under
review.

Utility event reports.

Failure analyses.

Safety analyses.

Incident and accident
analysis reports.

Feedback from
experience with
previous designs.

Contract
requirements.

Systems descriptions.

• System
specifications.

• Task analysis
documents.

• Control room
assessment.

• Generic control
room design
report.

• Panel or
workstation
drawings.

• Lists of acronyms
and abbreviations.

• Descriptions of
coding
conventions.

• Man-machine
interface style
guides.

• Computer-
processing
specifications
(e.g., alarm-
processing).

• Procedures.

• Operator training
manuals.

• Other
documentation
specific to the
topic under
review.

The documents used could also include human factors guideline documents, such as
NUREG/CR 5908 Vol.2,1994. There are disadvantages as well as advantages with
the use of human factors guidelines or the style guides offered by software vendors.
Firstly, conformance with guidelines does not guarantee that a system will be
effective (valid). A check against the guidelines and other documents used by a
project can only establish (verify) that the guidelines have indeed been followed.
(This is a corollary of the fact that validation is necessary but not sufficient for
testing a system.) Validation methods, such as evaluation of the dynamic
performance, should be used in conjunction with evaluations against guidelines.
Secondly, standard collections of guidelines may contain many topic areas that are
not appropriate to a particular design review. An evaluation team need not use these.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
verification?

Evidence needs to be presented that a utility's evaluation team had appropriate
documentation. There should be no indication that a utility's evaluation team is being
bypassed or isolated and is not being provided with relevant documentation.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

One important source of information early in a project is an Operating Experience
Review (OER) of human factors issues. The issues learnt from an OER provide a
basis for improving the plant design at the beginning of the design process. Ways in
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which the OER contributes to the human factors programme are shown in NUREG-
0711, p. 3-1).

The resolution of OER issues can influence almost any human factors issue, such as
training, staffing, procedures and equipment design. It can also contribute to V&V
issues by indicating:

• Tasks to be evaluated.

• Event and scenario selection.

• Selection of Performance measures.

• Issues that need to be resolved in the new or evolutionary design.

5.1.1.2 Verification Team

Did the utility have a suitable evaluation team for the topic?

The evaluation team should be independent of the design team but should have
access to it. The team may need to include experts from a variety of backgrounds
appropriate to the topic. The independence of the evaluation team should not inhibit
the communication with designers, who should be available for discussions and
explanations.

Was the evaluation team suitably placed in the utility's organisation?

The team should have responsibility, authority and placement within the organisation
to ensure that the commitment to human factors V&V is achieved (NUREG/CR-
5908 Vol. 1).

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

The composition of the team will vary according to the size of the task or
modification and the topic under review (EEC 1771, 1995). For instance, a review of
alarm processing will call on experts differing from those used for a review of the
control room environment. A basic technical team will usually include these areas of
expertise, according to IEC 1771, 1995:

• Systems engineering.

• Architectural design and civil engineering.

• Systems analysis.

• Instrumentation and control systems.

• Information and computer systems.

• Human factors engineering.

• Plant operation and training.
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The International Atomic Energy Agency (1995) gives a similar list for members of
the design team. The evaluation team is likely to require the same knowledge and
experience:

• Control room area and control panel facilities design.

• Instrumentation and control systems design.

• Digital information and communications systems design.

• Human factors engineering and cognitive science.

• Nuclear power plant operations and management.

• Nuclear power plant hands-on operations and maintenance experience.

• Nuclear safety requirements.

The specific areas of expertise represented should be based on the scope of the
evaluation, however, operating experience is particularly important. The number of
members of the team should be kept to a size commensurate with efficient work and
communication. Expertise can be called in as necessary for human factors topics or
areas of expertise not covered by the team (IEC 964,1989).

Was the evaluation team independent?

The members of the team should have some independence from the designers. For
instance, if a system being reviewed was produced by an I&C department then the
team could be organised under the safety department.

The purpose of having an independent evaluation team is to help ensure an unbiased
evaluation. Independence helps to ensure that:

• Systems are not tested against the same constraints and assumptions that they
were designed against.

• There is less chance of an expectancy bias.

• The evaluation team does not have a vested interest in finding that everything
is satisfactory.

5.1.1.3 Verification Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

This question refers to the resources, workspace and equipment required by the team
to apply the selected evaluation method. There should be appropriate space for the
evaluation team and any part-time consultants and specialists. There may be special
equipment requirements (IEC 1771, 1995).

A full-scale mock-up is often very useful, not only for V&V (Glenn et al., 1985).
There are several potential uses:

• Control Room (CR) audits and surveys.
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• Task analyses and walk-through studies.

• CR improvements.

• Training.

• Input to a later full-scope simulator.

Were suitable working materials prepared?

The evaluation team should develop standard procedures, data sheets, etc. for
conducting the review to systematise the effort (EC 1771,1995, p. 47). Types of
forms and working materials that may be needed include:

• Documentation control.

• Component inventories.

• Control room components and features.

• Measurements - noise, lighting, heating.

• Questionnaire and interview records.

• Records of operator responses to specific tests (e.g., using a simulator).

• Human engineering discrepancies (HEDs) — to identify their location and
nature so that follow-up action can be taken.

• Resolution of HEDs.

5.1.1.4 Verification Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

At earlier project stages, only limited verification may be possible. Later, for
example, when full scale mock-ups, simulators, etc., are available, more complete
and comprehensive verification should be expected.

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

There should be written description of appropriate operating situations, adapted to
the chosen verification method and the stage of the project. These scenarios should
be representative of the actual plant and should cover normal operation, a mix of
multiple failure events and disturbances, and emergency conditions (IEC 964, 1989).

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

The focus of work is often the main control room. However, the design or design
change may affect several other areas. It is important that these are included in the
evaluation process. Affected areas could be (NUREG/CR-5908 Vol. 1):

• Auxiliary Shutdown Rooms and panels.
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• Local Control Panels or stations.

• Other controls, switches, valves and breakers that are operated or consulted
during normal, abnormal or emergency operations.

NUREG-0711, p. 11-2 also states that the general scope of the V&V should include
all facilities defined in the project plan:

• Hardware having an MMI.

• MMI software.

• Communications facilities.

• Procedures (written or electronic form).

• Workstation and console configurations.

• Design of the overall work environment.

• Trained personnel.

Reviews have found that control points outside the main control room are often the
source of human factors weaknesses. Therefore, the utility's human factors work and
the V&V of this work should encompass these areas as well as the main control
room.

5.1.1.5 Verification Schedule Development

Did the utility develop a suitable schedule for verification?

The evaluation team should be guided by a plan for human factors activities and
V&V of them (NUREG/CR-5908 Vol. 1, Glenn et al., 1985). This should detail the
time requirements, relations and dependencies between the tasks within the
evaluation process and should extend throughout the whole project's duration. The
schedule should be developed during the preparation phase of a project (IEC 1771,
1995). The schedule for verification should have an entry for each topic being
reviewed, and the responsibilities and functions of the team members defined.

The verification plan can be adapted from similar plans used for software
development. Suggestions for such a plan are given in IAEA (1996, p 34):

The plan should document all the criteria, the techniques and tools to be utilised in the verification
process. It shall describe the activities to be performed ... and each phase to show whether ... the
requirements specification is met. The level of detail should be such that an independent group can
execute the verification plan and reach an objective judgement whether the software meets its
performance requirements.

The document goes on to say that the verification plan should address

• Selection of verification strategies.

• Selection and use of test equipment.

• Execution of verification.
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• Documentation of verification activities.

• Evaluation of verification results.

5.1.1.6 Verification Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the verification of a topic?

The general objective of verification is of course to establish that the design meets its
specification. It is better for a utility to develop specific objectives for each topic
under review. If this is done it will be easier for a utility to set itself specific pass-fail
criteria designed to test these objectives and to evaluate whether these have been
reached. For example, objectives for verification of the human factors topic
'Function Assignment' (IEC 1771, 1995) could be:

• To confirm that all functions necessary for the attainment of plant operational
and safety goals have been identified.

• To show that the proposed assignment is in accordance with criteria.

• To show that all the relevant requirements for function assignment have been
identified.

5.1.1.7 Verification Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for the human factors topic?

Criteria should be defined for the evaluations of each human factors topic and for the
objectives that the evaluation is intended to reach. This means that both specific
issues need to be defined and the levels at which a design is judged to have passed or
failed on to these issues. Experience has shown that it is important to define these
early in the evaluation process (e.g., Glenn et al., 1985). It is not sufficient to have
verification methods and objectives. There needs to be an evaluation too. NUREG
6393 (USNRC, 1996, p. 5-32) makes this point:

A performance measure only describes performance...The goal of measurement is to allow a
conclusion to be drawn...In order to judge the acceptability of system performance, it is necessary
to establish criteria for the performance measures used in the evaluations. Performance criteria are
the standards against which the integrated system performance is compared to judge its
acceptability. (USNRC, 1996, p. 5-32)

The criteria can be derived from the source documents in use for the project, such as
those given in IEC 1771 (1995):

• Any applicable mandatory regulations.

• Performance aspects.

• Safety principles.

• Availability and reliability requirements.

• Operator interface and display principles.
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• Requirements from applicable standards, regulations and guidelines.

• Human factors literature.

or other specific criteria laid down by a regulator. USNRC (1996, p. 5-33 classifies
performance criteria into several types:

• Requirement-referenced criteria — the comparison of the performance of the
system to an accepted performance requirement.

• Benchmark-referenced criteria — the comparison of the performance of the
system to a benchmark system that is defined as acceptable.

• Normative referenced criteria — the comparison of the performance of the
system to norms established for the performance based on many system
evaluations.

• Expert-judgement referenced criteria — the comparison of the performance of
the system to criteria established through the judgement of subject-matter
experts.

The criteria that are developed should include both technical aspects and human
factors aspects. The criteria will need to cover the complete set of human factors
topics that are relevant to a project.

The utility should have developed performance and safety criteria that relate to the
topic under review. A utility will not be able to show that a topic has been verified
until it can give evidence of an evaluation against these criteria. Obviously, if the
objectives and criteria were not stated clearly in the first place, any V&V will at best
be inconclusive.

5.1.2 Evaluation

5.1.2.1 Verification Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for verifying a topic?

The utility should state how a topic was assessed. The methods and measures used
themselves need to be reliable and valid. Advice on design and evaluation methods is
available in several sources, such as NUREG/CR-6393 (1996), ANSI (1992).
Appendix A contains annotations to show those references that we believe will be
helpful in providing advice on test and evaluation methods.

5.1.2.2 Verification Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

The method should be carried out in line with the evaluation methodology developed
in section 5.1.2.1 and should be systematic and documented. Often, there will be
requirements placed by the quality assurance standards in force for the project.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?
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The review process should, as far as possible, include quantitative measures of the
required features and performance.

5.1.2.3 Verification Results

Were the review results recorded satisfactorily, including deviations, non-conformities
and assessments against criteria?

The results from the evaluation should be recorded, including any deviations from
criteria or the planned methodology (NUREG-0711, 1994).

5.1.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

There should be evidence that any deviations found in the evaluation (including
failures to reach criteria and non-conformities) have been acted on. The process for
the consideration of these aspects should be systematic and documented. All
deviations may be evaluated for their potential effects and then addressed by the
review process (Stubler et al, 1993). A decision then needs to be made and
documented whether to:

1. Bring a deviation into compliance by modifying the design, selection of design
alternatives, refinement of requirements, refinement of design criteria (EEC 1771,
1995).

2. Reduce potential effects through such means as procedure modifications,
training, or

3. Allow a deviation to stand without change if it is found to have negligible impact
on the system.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

There should be evidence that the evaluation team has considered the possibility of
side effects of any changes made because of deviations or non-conformities. For
instance, a determination on human factors grounds that labelling in the control room
needs to be changed may need to be reconciled with the prevailing plan for labelling
and tag-numbering in the rest of the plant. It is important to ensure that on-going
modifications do not conflict with other design issues and that they confirm the
design basis (Glenn et al., 1985).

5.2 Validation — A Generic Process

The definition of validation is given in section 2.2.2. Validation is a kind of review or
evaluation that tests whether something is effective. Verification, on the other hand,
tests whether something (e.g., a design, prototype or finished product) meets its
specifications. Verification may be necessary, but it is not sufficient without validation.
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Another view of validation is that it addresses future conditions of use. The validation
process should challenge the design and establish that the system will perform
acceptably under a broad range of operating conditions. A validation process cannot
prove that a design will work under all real world conditions (NUREG/CR-6393).
Instead, a validation establishes through a comprehensive evaluation that a design is not
invalid.

Validation should be an integral part of the design process. It is not a "fig leaf designed
to cover embarrassment that is applied at the end of a project (Stager, 1992). The
objective should be to help during the design, not only to justify it at the end. Tests
should be done as early in the design process as possible, to allow modifications to be
made (Stubler et al., 1993).

Generically, a validation has similar steps to verification:

• Preparation.

• Evaluation.

• Resolution.
A variety of topics could be subject to validation, depending on how human factors
topics are grouped. The question of the convenient grouping of human factors topics is
covered in section 6. These could include those given in NUREG/CR-6393,1996, p. 5-1
ff., those given in this report, those given in other standards, or any others required by a
regulator.

We now describe the three stages of preparation, evaluation and resolution relating to
validation and the question set developed to investigate that aspect.

5.2.1 Preparation

5.2.1.1 Documents Used in Validation

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

Some documents may have been updated as a result of verification. Documents
relevant to individual human factors topics may have been developed since earlier
design stages or verification, such as control room floor plans, detailed screen
designs, alarm messages, plant labelling, etc.

It should be noted that human factors as a subject is evolving. Observation of human
factors criteria does not guarantee that a system is satisfactory (IAEA, 1995, pp. 72-
73). This is one reason why validation is necessary as well as verification. For
example, anthropometric criteria valid 20 years ago may not be valid now. Therefore,
human factors source material may need to be reviewed and revised. Up-to-date
sources, or revisions of previously acceptable sources, may be necessary.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
validation?

The evaluation team should also have access to members of the team that was
responsible for design and documentation.
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Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

Comments given in section 5.1.1.1 apply.

5.2.1.2 Validation Team

Did the utility have a suitable evaluation team for the topic?

Staff with detailed process knowledge and operating experience may be particularly
important in validation, both in the design of tests and as test subjects.

Was the evaluation team appropriately placed in the utility's organisation?

Comments in section 5.1.1.2 apply.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

Comments in section 5.1.1.2 apply.

Was the evaluation team independent?

Comments in section 5.1.1.2 apply.

5.2.1.3 Validation Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

Comments given in section 5.1.1.3 apply.

Were suitable working materials prepared?

Comments given in section 5.1.1.3 apply.

There may need to be an appropriate control room model that allows time-dependent
dynamic characteristics to be evaluated. For a system whose concept is considerably
different from conventional systems, a dynamic simulator is necessary for late stages
of validation. Other choices, such as a full-scale mock-up, can be justified when
either the difference is minor, or the validation is partial and earlier in the design
process (IEC 964, 1989).

5.2.1.4 Validation Scope

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

There should be a written description of appropriate operating situations, adapted to
the chosen validation method and the stage of the project. These scenarios should be
representative of the actual plant and should cover normal operation, a mix of
multiple failure events and disturbances, and emergency conditions (EEC 964, 1989).

Scenario descriptions should cover the initial conditions, the proper sequence of
human and plant responses and relevant symptoms. The expected paths to be
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followed when operating the plant should be given to allow evaluation criteria to be
addressed.

The scenarios should be realistic and cover environmental conditions that might
affect human performance. Harsh environments may need to be simulated for tasks
outside the MCR.

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

Comments in section 5.1.1.4 apply.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Comments in section 5.1.1.4 apply.

Validation may be limited at certain project stages by the recognition that certain
parts (the control room, training programme, operating procedures, etc.) may exist
only as drawings and specifications.

5.2.1.5 Validation Schedule Development

Did the utility develop a suitable schedule for validation?

Comments in section 5.1.1.5 apply.

5.2.1.6 Validation Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the validation of a topic?

Comments in section 5.1.1.6 apply.

The utility should have developed performance and safety objectives for the topic
under review. Generally, the objective is to establish that the system will perform
acceptably, by showing that it meets performance requirements that have been
established.

5.2.1.7 Validation Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for the human factors topic?

Comments in section 5.1.1.7 concerning the development of criteria apply also to
validation. The specific criteria will depend on the topic being reviewed. Some
examples of objectives for which specific pass-fail criteria should be developed
(from EEC 1771, 1995) are:

• The alarms, instruments and displays should be adequate to alert the operator
to perform a required action.

• The controls and displays should be reachable and readable.

• The identification labels should be legible and complete without the need to
resort to documentation.
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• The indications should allow confirmation that actions have been taken or
conditions cleared.

• The instrument scales and ranges should be appropriate.

The criteria may also depend on a regulator's experience as to what issues and
objectives are practically important. It may be more difficult to develop criteria for
issues that are more difficult to measure. Annex C of IEC 1771 (1995 a) gives advice
for studying the cognitive and information-processing aspects of designs

5.2.2 Evaluation

5.2.2.1 Validation Method

Comments in section 5.1.2.1 apply.

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for validating a topic?

Comments in section 5.1.2.1 apply.

5.2.2.2 Validation Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

Comments in section 5.1.2.2 apply.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

Comments in section 5.1.2.2 apply.

NUREG-0711 (1994c, p. 11-4) suggests several performance measures for dynamic
evaluations:

• Systems performance measures relevant to plant safety.

• Crew primary task performance, e.g., task times, procedure violations.

• Crew errors.

• Situation awareness.

• Workload.

• Crew communications and co-ordination.

• Dynamic anthropometry evaluations.

• Physical positioning and interactions

5.2.2.3 Validation Results

Were the review results recorded satisfactorily, including deviations, non-conformities
and assessments against criteria?
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Comments in section 5.1.2.3 apply.

5.2.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

Comments in section 5.1.3 apply.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

Comments in section 5.1.3 apply.

Did the evaluation team succeed in resolving issues, even when these arose late in the
project?

Comments in section 5.1.3 apply.
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6 Applications of the V&V Process to Human
Factors Topics

Section 5 described a generic process for V&V of human factors. This section, after
discussing the selection of the human factors topics to be considered, illustrates the
application of the generic verification and validation process to some human factors
topics.

We regard the particular human factors topics that need to be verified and validated as a
pragmatic issue that will vary from case to case. In this report we have intentionally not
explored all possible human factors topics in depth, recommended methods for carrying
out work in these topics, or given pass-fail criteria for assessing work under these
topics. However, we do feel it useful to illustrate how the generic V&V process could
be applied to commonly occurring human factors topics.

In whatever way the design process is described, it will contain a number of human
factors topics, each of which needs to be verified and validated, whether individually or
in larger groups. In this report we have suggested human factors topics based primarily
on the work of the International Electrotechnical Commission and the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, since the standards and guidelines provided by these
organisations are likely to be the ones widely known within the industry.

The topics that we have selected should not be interpreted as a definitive listing, merely
some of the topics that are likely to be substantially affected in any control room design
or upgrade. If any further information on relevant topics is needed, the bibliography in
Appendix A rates references for their relevance to the choice of human factors topics.

We have not given separate treatment in this section to some of the topics that appear in
these references, in the interest of space and clarity. For example:

• 'Job Analysis' is discussed under 'Task Analysis'.

• 'Control and Display Design' is largely exemplified by reference to VDU
displays rather than to more conventional instrumentation and controls.

• The location, environment and protection of the main control room are
discussed under 'Space and Configuration'.

• The detailed arrangement of displays and controls is discussed briefly under
'Control and Display Design'.

We hope that the examples of verification and validation that are given are sufficient for
the same pattern to be applied to these topics if desired.

There are a number of topics mentioned in many of references in Appendix A that are
not covered at all in this section. Of these, three are mentioned here:

• 'Operating Experience Review': A review of human factors issues arising
from operating experience is what we consider to be preparatory work and a
source document for designs and reviews, including V&V reviews.
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• 'Database of Human Characteristics': Similarly, a collection of information of
human characteristics, standards, human factors knowledge, etc. is a source of
information for design work rather than an object of the human factors V&V
process. It is also one of the preparatory steps in the generic V&V process.

• 'Human factors issue resolution verification': We have not included this topic
used by the USNRC because it has been treated as part of the generic V&V
process rather than a human factors topic in itself.

The sections following give separate advice on the review of V&V for each of the
remaining human factors topics. The presentation for each topic uses the question and
explanation format given for the generic V&V structure. At the end of each section, we
list any supplementary references for the specific human factors issue. These were not
included in the V&V literature review in Appendix A and are intended to be illustrative
rather than definitive.

The generic information previously given under each explanation has generally been
omitted here. Instead, we have tried to illustrate how specifically to apply each question
to the human factors topics under consideration. The generic explanations should be
understood as continuing to apply to the specific topics.

On occasion, a question and explanation apply to both verification and validation. In
these cases, the explanation given in the verification section will generally be more
extensive but should be read as applying to validation also. For instance, the guidance
given for the scope of verification in 'Function Analysis and Allocation' gives
recommendations for the selection of scenarios and operating events. The comments
apply equally to the selection of scenarios for validation.
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6.1 Function Analysis and Function Allocation

Allocation of function has been defined as the

... assignment of responsibility for performing operations to human (i.e., operator) and/or machine
in either exclusive or complementary ways so that functional goals are achieved. (IAEA, 1995)

The objective of the verification and validation of this human factors topic is to ensure
(NUREG 0800 Draft Rev. 0,1996) that:

• Important functions have been defined, including those important to plant
safety.

• The allocation of function to humans and machines is appropriate.

Issues to be taken up in this topic are discussed in NUREG 0800 Draft Rev. 0, 1996 pp.
18.0-6.

Function analysis and function allocation (FA) both refer to efforts to identify and
subsequently allocate tasks to people and machines. A FA activity by a human factors
design team is to identify and document the functions that are allocated to the control
system, the personnel, or a combination of the two. The purpose of this is to ensure that
the allocations are optimised, without imposing unfavourable requirements on either
person or machine (IEC 964, 1989).

The FA topic as we describe it here includes both an analysis phase and an assignment
phase. Functional analysis is the identification and analysis of functions that must be
performed to satisfy plant objectives. Function allocation (or assignment) is the
assignment of functions to (NUREG 0800 Draft Rev. 0, 1996):

1. Personnel, e.g., manual control.

2. Systems elements, e.g., automatic control and passive, self-controlling
phenomena.

3. Combinations of personnel and system elements, e.g., shared control and
automatic systems with back-up.

The essential design steps in FA are:

• Analysis phase — the tasks to be performed by the designed system first need
to be identified.

• Assignment phase — the tasks can then be allocated to machine, human or
both. The basic goal of task allocation is to free operators from tasks they are
not suitable for and to assign to operators those tasks for which they are most
suited.

Job descriptions and staffing, etc., can then be established.

USNRC (1996c) states that acceptance of the function analysis and assignment should
be based on conformance with review criteria, including:
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• Identification of safety functions and processes.

• Identification of processes and functions that have been changed from the
previous plant or system.

• Documentation of the technical basis for changed processes.

• A summary description of plant processes.

• A detailed narrative description of changed processes.

USNRC (1996b) gives an alternative method based on identification of plant safety
functions and systems, identification and selection of operational events and function
description.

The IAEA (1995, p. 56) notes that there are a number of factors influencing the
identification and assignment of functions, including:

• Existing practices and procedures.

• Operational feedback.

• Regulations.

• Feasibility.

• Cost.

• Technical factors.

• Policy.

• Social factors.

The assignment of functions is verified at the functional design stage. This assignment
is then validated to ensure that functional goals will be achieved. In the specification
phase, the functional assignments are verified and validated. This ensures that they fulfil
the design principles and technical requirements, and that the system in question really
does support safe and reliable operation (IAEA, 1995).

It should not be forgotten that operators often have responsibility for other functions
than just process supervision. Typical such functions are:

• Fire detection and fighting.

• Access control.

• Preparation for work permits.

IEC (1995a) notes that extensive top-down function analysis may not be necessary if
functionality can be shown from existing documentation and if there are successful
arguments for qualification by similarity. The V&V of functional assignment is relevant
both to the design of new systems and to retrofitting projects, where the role of the
operator will change (IAEA, 1995, p. 57). Any changes in function assignment and their
integration with other functions should be verified and validated.
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Improvements in the control room should be based on operators' real needs. The control
room operational philosophy and operators' roles should not be changed without good
cause. New systems should be the same as old systems where those are satisfactory. The
new systems and functions should also be consistent with non-replaced control room
systems (IAEA, 1995, p. 65).

6.1.1 Verification of Function Analysis and Function Allocation

The correct assignment of functions to person and machines should be verified (DEC
964, 1989). Verification of FA means the presentation of evidence that the allocation of
function is in line with the criteria and specifications for function allocation developed
for the project. The completeness of the assignment should also be verified.

6.1.1.1 Preparation

6.1.1.1.1 Documents Used in Verification

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

All the documents listed in the generic plan could be of use during FA. For
modifications rather than new designs, a subset could be used (IEC, 1995a, p. 17).

Analysis should be based on accurate information sources. Descriptions of plant
systems, schematics, P&I diagrams, safety analysis reports, etc., Plant procedures,
emergency response guidelines, technical specifications and personnel training
materials will also specify functions and tasks (NUREG 0800 Draft Rev. 0, 1996, p.
25).

Lupton et al. (1991, p. 358, Figure 3) provide a good summary of several sources of
documentation that could be used in functional design:

• Safety and licensing documentation — systematic reviews and analysis, safety
goals and principles, operator response guidelines and event sequence
diagrams.

• Control centre design documentation — previous control centre experience,
human factors principles, design guides.

• Plant design documentation — production goals, performance specifications,
initial plant description, process and instrumentation diagrams.

• Operations and commissioning documentation — previous operating manuals,
initial operating policies and principles.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
verification?

Accidents, reports, operating experience, previous alterations to equipment may give
indications on where changes to FA need to be made. The design team may need
explicitly to be given access to these, or helped with searches. The evaluation team
needs access to these documents before verification begins.
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Did the evaluation team have access to a review of human factors operating
experience?

Operating experience may be a source of information, or at least of indications, that
past allocations have not been entirely satisfactory and specific problems have
occurred (NUREG 0800 Draft Rev. 0, 1996, p. 26). There may be instances where
automation has not worked particularly effectively. There may also be tasks on older
systems that can now be reallocated partially or totally to machines.

6.1.1.1.2 Verification Team

Did the utility have a suitable evaluation team for the topic?

Lupton et al. (1991, p. 361) suggest that a peer review to verify the completeness and
correctness of the function analysis and function allocations.

Was the evaluation team suitably placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

Lupton et al. (1991, p. 361) suggest that the evaluation team should include design,
operations and safety staff.

Was the evaluation team independent?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.1.1.1.3 Verification Resources
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.1.1.1.4 Verification Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

An examination of past operational records may reveal new operating situations, or
variations on them, for which new or changed allocations need to be made. For
instance, evolutionary changes in the plant may have created or changed tasks,
procedures and emergency scenarios.

Operating events should address the systems and functions identified and reflect the
full range of plant operations, emphasising abnormal and emergency situations
(NUREG 0800 Draft Rev. 0, 1996, p. 26). Problems identified in the operating
experience review should also indicate operating events to include.
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USNRC (1996c, p. 26) recommends that the following events should be included as
a minimum:

• Normal events, e.g., start-up, shutdown, refuelling, changes in operating
power.

• Failure events:

• Instrument failure.

• MMI equipment and processing failure.

• Transients and accidents:

• Transients, e.g., turbine trip, loss of off-site power, loss of feedwater, loss of
power to selected busses.

• Accidents, e.g., main steam line break, loss of coolant.

• Reactor shutdown and cool-down using remote shutdown system.

The selected events should be relevant to the overall scope of the project, i.e., the
events should include the MMI components being modified or designed. USNRC
(1996c) gives further criteria for selection of events.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

New or changed function allocations may be needed in several areas, such as new
local control panels, rearranged MCR facilities, auxiliary shutdown facilities, etc.
Advances in instrumentation, display systems, operator support systems, etc. will
have effects on FA.

6.1.1.1.5 Verification Schedule Development
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.1.1.1.6 Verification Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the verification of a topic?

A utility should be clear about the purposes and objectives of a verification exercise.
This will also entail the development of specific pass-fail criteria for these objectives
so that it can be shown whether a design has achieved its objectives. The verification
of function allocation should include objectives to confirm that (IEC 964, 1989):

• All the functions necessary for achievement of plant operational and safety
goals are identified.

• The proposed function assignment is in accordance with criteria established
for assignment, including completeness.

• All the constraints on each function are identified, including performance
aspects, those derived from safety principles, availability principles and station
operating principles, those derived from other standards and regulations (see
EC, 1995a, p. 17).
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• Workstation configurations are adequate to support tasks. Verification consists
of comparing the design to the requirements from function analysis, e.g.,
instrumentation, displays, controls, other equipment (EC, 1995a p. 17).

• Requirements resulting from higher and lower functional goals merge under
all operational modes without conflict.

A top-down approach is recommended to ensure that all operator functions and tasks
are considered (DEC, 1995a, p. 15). This starts with a review of all plant functional
goals, supporting systems, sub-systems and their functions.

6.1.1.1.7 Verification Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for the assignment of functions?

A utility should test each of its objectives against specific pass-fail criteria where
possible. IEC (1989) suggests that criteria should be based on:

• Complexity of decision-making within time limits.

• Importance of decision-making for plant availability and safety.

• Necessity for enhancement of operator's capabilities in decision-making
activities, e.g., diagnostic monitoring and high-level mental processing.

Criteria are also given in Table A.3 of this standard.

Lupton et al. (1991, p. 360) suggest:

• Performance — priority, accuracy, precision, execution time constraints.

• Complexity — number and sequence of control actions.

• Solution flexibility — the need for alternative solutions and the degree to
which pre-defined solutions are available.

• Information-processing and storage

• Environmental considerations — sensitivity and tolerance to external and
environmental factors

• Cost — implementation cost and operational cost

6.1.1.2 Evaluation

6.1.1.2.1 Verification Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for verifying FA?

Supporting function analysis should produce a hierarchy under which the top-level
functions represent the most general objectives of the plant operating staff. The
lowest level set of functions and sub-functions must be assigned to person or
machine using a described method (IAEA, 1995, p. 54).
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USNRC (1996c, p. 27) recommends that the function analysis should include the
systems associated with each selected operating event. The control of these functions
should be described, giving the type of control response required from personnel
(e.g., discrete, continuous) location of control interfaces (e.g., MCR, local panel),
and associated displays. When control is allocated to both personnel and plant, the
role of each should be described.

Lupton et al. (1991, p. 359) suggest the information that should be gathered for each
identified function:

• The goal to be achieved for each function

• Performance measures for the function

• Entry conditions and constraints

• Ongoing constraints

• The set of control actions required, including alternative actions for
performing the function

• Preferred sequence of control actions to be performed

• Completion criteria

• Side effects of performing the function

• Messages and alarms generated by the function

This information is also useful for detailed design work on the man-machine
interface.

IAEA (1995, p. 56) recommends grouping the functions resulting from a function
analysis into:

• Functions that must be automated — e.g., functions requiring rapid
performance, high repeatability, or where the consequences of error are severe

• Functions that are better automated — e.g., lengthy tasks, functions requiring
high accuracy or involving a degree of risk to the operator

• Functions that should be assigned to humans — e.g., those that require
humanistic or inferential knowledge or flexibility, those that include tasks in
extreme abnormal or accident situation where automation is difficult or
impossible

• Functions that must be shared between humans and machines — e.g., where
automation is used to detect and annunciate plant conditions, process
information for the operator to make judgements and control actions

6.1.1.2.2 Verification Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

The method used must be fully documented. The objective of the V&V team is to
establish here that this method was followed (IAEA, 1995, p. 54). Functional
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analyses need to be documented in hierarchical form and descriptively. Function
allocations should be explicitly documented.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.1.1.2.3 Verification Results
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.1.1.3 Resolution

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.
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6.1.2 Validation of Function Analysis and Function Allocation

In validation of FA, the evaluation team assesses the correctness of the assignment (EEC
964, 1989, p. 83) for ensuring the optimum performance of person and machine
together. The functional assignment should be validated in the functional design phase
of the project to demonstrate that the system in question will achieve the functional
goals. The output of the functional design stage is an input to the detailed specification
of the system (IAEA, 1995).

Lupton et al. (1991, p. 359) and USNRC (1996c, p. 28) note that function allocation can
usually be accepted to be based on operating experience, but that the basis for function
allocation should be examined when:

• Significant problems are found with established allocations.

• An upgrade to the MMI could change some roles or introduce new ones.

• The design of the MMI or underlying process differs from predecessors and
thereby introduces new or modified functions.

If any of these changes or problems is present (or is likely to be introduced by a project)
the validity of the design is in question and needs to be demonstrated.

6.1.2.1 Preparation

6.1.2.1.1 Documents Used in Validation

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

Some documents may have been updated as a result of verification. Documents
relevant to FA may have been developed since earlier design stages or verification.
Care should be taken to use the most up-to-date documents.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
validation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.1.2.1.2 Validation Team
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.1.2.1.3 Validation Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

The facilities may need to include mock-ups and part-task simulators.

Were suitable working materials prepared?
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Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.1.2.1.4 Validation Scope

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

EEC (1995a, p. 23) states that events chosen for assessment should be representative.
They should include all normal, emergency and accident conditions and events
caused by a representative combination of multiple failures leading to maximum
operator workload.

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

A suitable series of representative dynamic events should be used (DEC, 1995a, p.

23).

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.1.2.1.5 Validation Schedule Development

Did the utility develop a suitable schedule for validation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.1.2.1.6 Validation Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the validation of a topic?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.1.2.1.7 Validation Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for FA?

EEC (1995a, p. 21) states that the general criteria for validation that need satisfying
are that:

• The number of functional goals and the workload rate of the control room staff
shall not exceed their capability.

• The assignment of functions to control room staff and local operators is
acceptable. In particular, it should not require them to perform co-operative,
mutually dependent tasks for the achievement of a function that is either time-
critical or important for safety or plant availability.

6.1.2.2 Evaluation

6.1.2.2.1 Validation Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for validating a topic?
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IEC (1995a, p. 23) states that validation can be done essentially on the basis of
documentation. It suggests that, for isolated questions, experimental tests can be
done with operators. Annex A of the standard contains descriptions of ways to
evaluate and quantify the performance of functions and operator's workload.

6.1.2.2.2 Validation Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

Annex A of IEC (1995) contains suggestions for quantifying operator performance
and workload.

6.1.2.2.3 Validation Results
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.1.2.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

EEC (1995a, p. 25) suggests that corrective actions may be needed on:

• Selection of design alternatives.

• Refinements of functional requirements.

• Refinements of design criteria.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

IEC (1995a, p. 25) suggests that the evaluation team may need a 'review of impact of
changes on previous function assignment.'

Did the evaluation team succeed in resolving issues, even when these arose late in the
project?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.
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6.2 Task Analysis

Task analysis is an important part of the human factors contribution to the design
process. Its results are used for a number of purposes. These include evaluation of
function allocation, staffing and job design, procedure development, and display and
control layout. It typically builds on the information resulting from the function analysis
and allocation of function by grouping related areas of the above together into
meaningful groups or tasks. The operators themselves perform these, or the operators
supported by automatic or semi-automatic systems.

Task analysis involves the study of what an operator (or team of operators) is required to do in
order to achieve a system goal. The primary purpose of task analysis is to compare the demands of
the system with the capabilities of the operator. If necessary those demands are altered, thereby
reducing error and improving performance. (Kirwan & Ainsworth 1992, p. 15)

Other sources describe the objective of task analysis as:

... to identify the detailed components of a task and its characteristic measures.
(IEC 967, 1989)

... the evaluation of the performance demands on plant personnel to identify the task requirements
for accomplishing the functions allocated to them (Drury (1987) cited in NUREG-0711 (1994))

Feher et al. (1996) identify the objectives of task analysis as being to:

• Identify and organise operator tasks to achieve a specific operational goal.

• Establish the inter-relationships and sequence between tasks in support of the
operational goals.

• Describe the operational properties of each task including their assignment to
specific personnel.

• Describe the information needs of operators who are to perform the defined
tasks.

• Provide the information in an organised framework to designers of control
rooms, procedures, and training programmes.

Guidance on the role and processes involved in task analysis include: IEC 964
Appendix A, NUREG-0711 (1994) p. 5-1, NUREG 0700 (1996) Rev 1, Vol.1 p. 25-31.
Kirwan and Ainsworth (1992) discuss the role of various task analysis techniques in the
design process.

Job Analysis

A job analysis will often be required, as well as a task analysis, as a basis for job design,
especially where a new facility rather than an upgrade is being designed. If a job
analysis is required, it should be verified and validated in a similar way to related topics,
such as function analysis and task analysis.
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A job analysis is used with the results of function analysis and assignment and task
analysis as an information source for design of the control room staff structure,
operating procedures and training programme (Berggren, personal communication). A
job analysis should be conducted on the basis of the verified and validated function
assignment and functional requirements. Function analysis, task analysis and job
analysis, as major activities in functional design, have a significant influence on other
topics.

A job analysis is also recommended by TEC 964 (1989). The analysis should clarify:

• Operator competence required

• Operational responsibilities of operators

• Non-operational duties of operators, e.g., reporting

• Operational interactions between operators

• Dialogues between operators and plant

• Communications between operators and plant personnel stationed outside the
control room facilities

Job analysis begins with the identification of the number and characteristics of tasks
assigned to person in a function assignment and the information on these in the task
analysis. The number and organisation of operators can then be defined, taking regard
of legal requirements and the normal practice of the utility. Lupton et al. (1991, p. 362)
classify and describe a preliminary job analysis as part of their functional design
methodology.

The results of a task analysis, function analysis and function allocation can be used in
job analysis in several ways. Firstly, the content of jobs should be indicated by the
analyses. Secondly, the skills of training required for jobs should be clearer. The
analyses should also help with defining team responsibilities, relationships and
communication requirements. Task analysis can also be used to help decide whether the
definitions of jobs should be changed or enlarged, or where tasks need making into a
more coherent job.

The collection of tasks assigned to an operator must allow the person to maintain an
adequate level of performance under all circumstances. Conversely, operators should
not be under-loaded. Previous function assignment must therefore take account of the
whole job of an operator, not just individual tasks and responsibilities (IAEA, 1995, p.
57).

Tasks may be shared between operators in a group or in a team, but this should not be
arbitrary. The role of each person must be defined. Where teamwork is required,
communication and working structures will need to be considered (IAEA, 1995, p. 57).
The job design can also affect training requirements: a change to existing roles may
require retraining (IEEE, 1988, p. 13).
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6.2.1 Verification of Task Analysis

6.2.1.1 Preparation

6.2.1.1.1 Documents Used in the Verification
Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

The evaluation team should have ensured that appropriate information sources for the
task analysis were available. As task analysis requires the integration of information
from many sources it is important that these are of an appropriate level of detail and
breadth of coverage for the needs of the analysis. An example of the types of
documentation that could serve as input to the analysis is presented in NUREG-0700
(1996), Revl, Vol. 1 pp. 25-26. This also includes both plant system documentation
and guidance on the various task analysis methods used. Information from operators
serves a vital role in the development of many forms of task analysis and this aspect
should be fully accounted for.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
verification?

It should be demonstrated that all the appropriate, up to date information sources,
were available to the evaluation team during the verification process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.2.1.1.2 Verification Team

Did the utility have a suitable design and evaluation team for the task analysis?

The evaluation team should have the expertise to check several things: the selection
of the task analysis technique, its application, the information sources, the recording
and documentation, the use to which the information from the analysis will be put.

Was the evaluation team suitably placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

The evaluation team should be composed of personnel with the appropriate expertise
and experience to review these important aspects of task analysis process and results.
For example, a combination of engineering, operational, and human factors expertise
would be the minimum required to evaluate the task analysis. Specific requirements
for experience in the application of task analysis techniques and appreciation of
human information processing factors would be an advantage.

Was the evaluation team independent?

The evaluation team should be able to demonstrate its independence from the
designers.
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6.2.1.1.3 Verification Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

Task analysis is itself a resource intensive process, and a thorough evaluation of its
processes and results no less so. The evaluation teams requirements for suitable
resources to carry out the evaluation e.g. access to appropriate personnel, possible
external expertise, appropriate time for the evaluation and the implications of its
findings, should be demonstrated.

Were suitable working materials prepared?

The evaluation team should have a set of procedures, documentation, and processes
for dealing with the verification of the task analysis. These should be complete,
appropriate, and been demonstrated to have functioned.

6.2.1.1.4 Verification Scope

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Whilst many of the tasks analysed will be located in the MCR, the evaluation team
should have ensured that all locations and communication interfaces outside the
MCR were also considered and included in the analysis.

Did the utility scope the evaluation appropriately?

The evaluation team should have ensured the task analysis was applied to an
appropriate set of representative and important tasks. These should cover operations,
maintenance, test, inspection, and surveillance across the full range of operating
modes. (NUREG-0711 (1994) pg. 5-1)

6.2.1.1.5 Verification Schedule Development

Did the utility develop a suitable schedule for verification?

The evaluation team should be guided by a plan for human factors activities and
V&V of them (NUREG-0711, 1994a, Glenn et al., 1985). This should detail the time
requirements, relations and dependency between the tasks within the evaluation
process. The schedule should extend throughout the whole project's duration. The
responsibilities and functions of the team members should be defined. The schedule
should be developed during the preparation phase of a project (IEC 1771, 1995a).

Did the utility develop a plan or schedule for verification of the task analysis?

The existence of that part of the plan making provisions for the verification of the
task analysis should have been established. The evaluation team should have
considered the appropriateness of the schedule and its provisions.

6.2.1.1.6 Verification Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the verification of the task analysis?
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A set of objectives specific to the verification of the task analysis process and results
should be developed. These should reflect the capabilities of the technique(s) used
and role that the results will have in the design process. For example, verification
should establish that the task analysis has:

• Defined personnel task requirements, see NUREG 0700 (1996) p. 28-30.

• Included information from plant personnel to reflect operational needs and
experience.

• Reflected an appropriate (to the level of modification) range of functions and
events met, see NUREG 0700 (1996) p. 26-27.

6.2.1.1.7 Verification Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for the task analysis?

Criteria for the verification of the process for carrying out the task analysis, and its
results, should have been established by the evaluation team. The appropriateness
and application of the criteria for accepting the task analysis as verified should be
considered. The evaluation team should be able to demonstrate that the criteria
developed have been applied and the analysis evaluated against them.

6.2.1.2 Evaluation

6.2.1.2.1 Verification Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for verifying the task analysis?

The utility must state how the task analysis was assessed. Appropriate design
guidance and methods for this should have been consulted. The method should be
documented such that it is both fully described and justified.

6.2.1.2.2 Verification Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

The correspondence between the methodology for reviewing the task analysis and
how that review has been carried out in practice should be demonstrated and
recorded.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

The review process should have, if possible, developed quantitative measures for
reviewing the task analysis.

6.2.1.2.3 Verification Results

Were the review results recorded satisfactorily, including deviations, non-conformities
and assessment against criteria?

Evidence should be provided that all aspects of the review of the task analysis have
been recorded and presented in a manner appropriate for its representation,
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evaluation, and later use. The evaluation team should ensure that the records are
clear. They should document each instance where the review methodology deviated
from that prescribed or where the task analysis failed any of the criteria used in the
evaluation.

6.2.1.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

The evaluation team would be expected to clearly demonstrate that the full
implications of changing any part of the task analysis process or its results have been
considered. For example, changes in a task, or its characteristics, might influence
several other aspects such as personnel requirements, allocation of function, etc. The
implications for these changes should be fully documented and traceable.
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6.2.2 Validation of Task Analysis

6.2.2.1 Preparation

6.2.2.1.1 Documents Used in Validation

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

Following verification of the task analysis documents or the task analysis may have
been updated. These should be available prior to the validation of the task analysis.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
validation?

It should be demonstrated that all the appropriate, up to date information sources,
were available to the evaluation team during the validation process. Previous
operating experience has an important role in establishing the scope, and need for
task analysis and should have been accounted for where necessary.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
verification?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.2.2.1.2 Validation Team

Did the utility have a suitable design and evaluation team for the task analysis?

The evaluation team should have the necessary expertise to conduct the validation
tests at an appropriate level of fidelity.

Was the evaluation team suitably placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

In addition to the needs for verification, extra operational experience is important for
validating the task analysis; as is experience with the development and running of
such tests in mock-ups and simulators.

Was the evaluation team independent?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.2.2.1.3 Validation Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

Dependant on the design stage, validation requires the use of resources and facilities
of varying sophistication and fidelity. The evaluation team have been provided with
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sufficient resources to ensure that validation exercises were carried out as early in the
process as possible to an appropriate level of fidelity.

Were suitable working materials prepared?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.2.2.1.4 Validation Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

The scope of the validation must be appropriate to the level of validation required.
The evaluation team should have considered possibility to validate parts of the task
analysis before the final integrated testing using table top techniques and later, using
part whole mock-ups.

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

The evaluation team should have ensured that validation of the task analyses was
applied to an appropriate set of representative and important tasks from the area of
operations, maintenance, test, inspection, and surveillance across the full range of
operating modes. (NUREG-0711 (1994, p. 5-1).

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Refer to verification.

6.2.2.1.5 Validation Schedule Development
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.2.2.1.6 Validation Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for validation of a task analysis?

A set of objectives specific to the validation of the task analysis process and results
should be developed. These should establish that the objectives identified in the
verification exercise have been validated, at a level of fidelity required for the design
stage at which the validation exercise is being carried out. For example, talk-through,
walk-through and low fidelity mock-ups can be used to validate task analysis earlier
in the design process.

6.2.2.1.7 Validation Criteria

Did the utility set criteria for validating the task analysis under review?

The evaluation team should have established criteria for the validation of the task
analyses. The appropriateness and application of the criteria for validating the task
analysis should be considered. The evaluation team should be able to demonstrate
that the criteria developed have been applied and the analysis evaluated against them.
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6.2.2.2 Evaluation

6.2.2.2.1 Validation Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for validating a topic?

Refer to verification.

6.2.2.2.2 Validation Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

Refer to verification.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

Refer to verification.

6.2.2.2.3 Validation Results

Were the review results recorded satisfactorily, including deviations, non-conformities
and assessments against criteria?

Refer to verification.

6.2.2.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations, non-
conformities?

For each discrepancy identified, a documented record should exist detailing and
justifying the action taken to rectify or accept the discrepancy.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

The implications of the actions taken to rectify or accept the discrepancy should be
considered and recorded.

Did the evaluation team succeed in resolving issues, even when these arose late in the
project?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.
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6.3 Space and Configuration

'Space and Configuration' relates to the design of work areas, the grouping of
operating areas, storage space, control panel arrangement, size, shape of and
relationships between major items of control room equipment such as desks, chairs,
panels and boards. (It does not cover arrangement of components within individual
control panels and consoles, control and display device layout, interface designs such as
graphical formats, etc. These are covered in sections on 'Control and Display Layout'
and'VDU Displays'.)

Even if an operator's immediate workspace is adequately designed in terms of displays,
controls, and consoles, the entire working environment, holding people and machines,
still needs to be arranged. Physical factors need to be considered, such as movement
between items of equipment and the mobility of operators. The social relationships and
team working of operators also need to be examined, since the physical arrangement can
influence the effectiveness of communication, co-operation, problem solving, etc. Once
designed and installed, a poor layout cannot easily be changed. Therefore, careful
planning is essential prior to implementing a design.

The identification of basic plant functions (function analysis) and the subsequent review
of their allocations (function allocation) serve as inputs to the early generation of a
conceptual layout of a control room or other facility. The layout will show panels and
workstations in an appropriate arrangement with a list of basic functions attached to
each. Using this, the main concepts of the control room can be built up so that it can be
further refined (IAEA, 1995, p. 59).

The design of the control room layout should take into account several factors, such as:

• The type of plant.

• The degree of automation.

• The manufacturers of the systems.

• The operational strategy.

• The operator team structure.

Generally, the layout corresponds to the operator team structure. Control room panels
are generally divided into main systems, such as NSSS, BOP, safety systems, electrical
systems, auxiliary systems. These are often divided into areas for 1) steady state power
operation, shutdown, and early diagnosis during abnormal situations 2) NSSS auxiliary
control boards 3) turbine-generator auxiliary control boards (IAEA, 1995, p. 28).

It is recommended that space considerations should be considered early in a project
(IAEA, 1995, p. 65). There may be space consequences of modifications to data
acquisition systems, computer rooms and the control room and there may also be effects
on lighting, ventilation and other environmental requirements.

Brown et al. (1996) provide guidance for reviewing local control stations, including
issues of space and configuration. These are multi-function panels, valves, switches,
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breakers, displays, etc. that are operated outside the MCR during normal, abnormal and
emergency operations.

Location, Environment and Protection

As well as the space and configuration within the control room, it may also be important
to consider the location, environment and protection of the control room. Especially if a
new facility is being designed, this may be sufficiently important for consideration as a
topic for verification and validation in its own right.

If the project is a back-fit design, IAEA (1995, p. 65) recommends that implications for
location, environment and protection should be studied in an early phase of the project.
The design team should examine the effect on location, environment and protection of
modifications to data acquisition systems and to computer rooms and the control room.
If the effects on location, environment and protection are likely to be minimal, and it is
possible to justify these aspects of the new design by arguments of similarity, then the
subject may not warrant separate treatment.

Part of the human factors work in any design process should be to contribute to the
selection and design of working locations, the physical environment, and the protection
(LEP) given for human occupancy and use. The control room (or other facility) needs to
be appropriately sited for its intended use and should meet safety principles. The
environment should be provided in such a way that the operators can perform their tasks
efficiently, comfortably and safely. In addition, there may be special requirements for
verifying and validating operability in emergency conditions, including protection for
hostile conditions. Such issues are not solely human factors concerns.

There will often be a common control room for multiple units at the same site, though
separate control rooms have been developed at some plants. Some utilities have found
that their operating staff members perform better if they are organised into teams largely
dedicated to separate units (IAEA, 1995a, p. 28).

The specifications and designs of the location, environment and protection that should
be subject to V&V are discussed in International Electrotechnical Commission (1989)
A.4.2.2. Protection issues could include fire, radiation and hostile acts. International
Electrotechnical Commission (1989) A.4.2.3 describes these.

According to IEEE (1988) LEP considerations include:

• Temperature, airflow and humidity — When conditions fall outside comfort
zones, human performance is affected either by reduced comfort or, in the
extreme, by physiological effects. In addition, low humidity control rooms can
produce static electricity, which may disrupt instrumentation.

• Illumination— Certain kinds and ranges of ambient light are best suited to
particular activities. Lighting problems such as glare, contrast or illumination
variation can affect performance. Lighting provides illumination for tasks and
may be varied for different purposes, such as reading gauges, avoiding glare
and reflection on VDUs, reading procedures and drawings.
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• Acoustics and sound — ambient sound can have direct physiological effects,
such as masking, and performance effects, such as interference with warning
signals and communications. It can also cause discomfort or hearing damage
in the long term. Sources are human traffic in the control room, alarms,
printers, paging loudspeakers, ventilation equipment.

• Workplace size, geometry and layout — Human performance can be affected
in relation to the tasks being performed and the number of personnel involved
in the area. Adequate space is needed to accommodate the expected number of
personnel in the workplace, allowing for normal movement and traffic
patterns. Workstations, panels, etc. need to be configured so that operators can
reach required items and communicate with other staff.

The last of these are covered in detail in the present section. Additionally, habitability
features, such as personal convenience, space, aesthetic considerations, safeguards
against common hazards, etc. are specified to promote personnel comfort, morale and
safety (IAEA, 1995, p. 40).

It may not be possible to verify some design aspects which come under the heading of
'environment', such as MCR lighting and noise, before the final stages of a project
(USNRC, 1996). These may need to be verified and validated with the final installed
design.

6.3.1 Verification of Space and Configuration

It needs to be verified that the control room has sufficient space. Equipment needs to be
configured correctly in relation to other items and staff so that staff can perform
adequately in normal and abnormal situations.

6.3.1.1 Preparation

6.3.1.1.1 Documents Used in Verification

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

International Electrotechnical Commission (1989) lists some issues that create
requirements that should be verified. Documentation dealing with these should be
available to the design team and the evaluation team for verification:

• station's operating principles.

• assignments of functions.

• centralised or local control philosophy.

• supervision criteria.

• plant and technological choices.

• station operating authority and legal requirements.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
verification?
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The team may need access to architect's drawings, preliminary control room designs,
plans of previous control rooms, etc.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

The OER can suggest the need for modifications to layout or access to control
equipment.

6.3.1.1.2 Verification Team

Did the utility have a suitable evaluation team for the topic?

Team members with drafting or drawing skills may be needed to build mock-ups or
models. CAD skills may be needed for scale drawings, computer models.

Was the evaluation team suitably placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team independent?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.3.1.1.3 Verification Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

The evaluation team may need access to the tools used by the design team, such as
mock-ups and models used to resolve access, workspace and related problems.

Were suitable working materials prepared?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.3.1.1.4 Verification Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Space and configuration may be more likely to be inadequate in other locations than
the central control room. For instance, locations where valves, switchgear, etc. are
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manipulated manually, on rare occasions, are often found to have inadequate
provisions for access and operation. This is especially true for maintenance
operations.

6.3.1.1.5 Verification Schedule Development
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.3.1.1.6 Verification Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the verification of space and configuration?

DEC (1989, p. 31) gives objectives for space and configuration:

• Space:

• The control room should have sufficient space to perform all necessary actions
while minimising operator movement in abnormal situations.

• Configuration:

• The control room space and configuration should take into account constraints
from, for example, station operating principles, function assignment, control
philosophy, supervision criteria, plant and technological choices, legal
requirements.

• The control room should have necessary operating areas for information and
controls to perform the tasks assigned to operators in all operational and
accident conditions.

• The operating area and equipment should be arranged according to human
factors principles (A.4.3.2 contains requirements for grouping, size and
shape).

• The arrangement should be structured to simplify system and component
identification and to minimise the possibility of human error.

• The arrangement should be consistent for all operating areas.

6.3.1.1.7 Verification Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for the human factors topic?

See previous question. A.4.3 of EEC (1989) contains criteria covering:

• Space for work areas.

• Grouping of operating areas.

• Control boards and arrangement.

• Size and shape.

Oborne (1987, p. 188 ff.) notes several considerations for which criteria should be
developed, for example,
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• Anthropometric considerations — passageways, space between equipment
items.

• Movement considerations — gross body movement times between items.

• Visual considerations — visual contact between an operator, other items of
equipment and other staff.

• Visual strain — especially in relation to the placement of VDUs.

• Auditory considerations — communication with other staff, proximity to noise
sources.

• Personal space.

6.3.1.2 Evaluation

6.3.1.2.1 Verification Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for verifying a topic?

Ministry of Defence, UK, (1989) gives several methods for carrying out design work
that could also be used to verify that objectives and criteria have been met:

• Paper mock-ups — used to generate alternative layouts in two dimensions.

• 3-D mock-ups — used to evaluate clearance, fit, reach, sight-lines, etc.

• Scale drawings — used to depict initial detailed design.

• Full-scale mock-ups and models — the simplest mock-ups and models must
be delivered as early as possible to have the greatest value.

Mock-ups and models are valuable throughout the whole design process to verify
and validate designs. They also are useful for obtaining comments from future users,
the client, etc. Computer models, both 2-D and 3-D may be of similar use to physical
models, and may offer advantages in adaptability.

6.3.1.2.2 Verification Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

For example, criteria for spacing between major items, circulation space, etc. can be
defined quantitatively.

6.3.1.2.3 Verification Results
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.3.1.3 Resolution

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.
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6.3.2 Validation of Space and Configuration

It needs to be established that the proposed design of the workplace and the layout of
the systems within it function following their intended purpose. The purpose should be
to allow staff to perform all necessary actions while minimising operator movement in
abnormal conditions (1EC 964, 1989, p. 31).

6.3.2.1 Preparation

6.3.2.1.1 Documents Used in Validation

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
validation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

For instance, an OER may reveal occasions during emergency situations or training
exercises when:

• The control room space was inadequate for the number of personnel who need
to use it.

• The emergency communications equipment was not located suitably relative
to other equipment used early in an emergency scenario.

6.3.2.1.2 Validation Team

Did the utility have a suitable evaluation team for the topic?

Specialist skills may be needed to use and modify mock-ups and to evaluate whether
models are able to validate a design.

Was the evaluation team appropriately placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

The team may need some specialist skills to use and modify any mock-ups developed
for the design and V&V work.

Was the evaluation team independent?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.
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6.3.2.1.3 Validation Resources

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.3.2.1.4 Validation Scope

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

Some emergency scenarios may require equipment to be accessed that is not usually
accessed during normal operations. For instance, automatic equipment may have to
be manipulated manually in some failure scenarios. It is often these locations that are
overlooked and that are inaccessible or difficult to work in, especially if the access
required is for maintenance rather than operations.

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

At early stages, validations can be desktop exercises using models, computerised
tools, etc. At later stages, full-scale mock-ups should be expected.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process. See also question above on scenarios.

6.3.2.1.5 Validation Schedule Development

Did the utility develop a suitable schedule for validation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.3.2.1.6 Validation Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the validation of a topic?

For example, the tests may wish to show that the space and configuration of a control
room where extra equipment has been installed is still valid for the users.

6.3.2.1.7 Validation Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for the human factors topic?

There is considerable scope for quantitative criteria, such as dimensions for
circulation, sight lines and visual angle.

6.3.2.2 Evaluation

6.3.2.2.1 Validation Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for validating a topic?

As standard, also see verification question.
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6.3.2.2.2 Validation Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

Validation should include scale drawings and other layout documentation where
appropriate.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

It should be possible to develop several quantitative criteria for space and
configuration, such as clearances between major items, circulation routes. A
validation test establishes whether these criteria are adequate in practice.

6.3.2.2.3 Validation Results

Were the review results recorded satisfactorily, including deviations, non-conformities
and assessments against criteria ?

Certain deviations can be recorded quantitatively, such as the dimensions for
arrangement, spacing and sight lines. Other non-conformities may be qualitative.

6.3.2.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

For instance, changes to arrangements to accommodate the circulation of personnel
may affect the sight lines of operators.

Did the evaluation team succeed in resolving issues, even when these arose late in the
project?

If a full-scale mock-up or similar aid has been used from as early as possible,
expensive changes are less likely to be needed. Conversely, a mock-up can be used
to demonstrate certain weaknesses to sceptical project staff. Examples are poor sight
lines, inadequate personal space, inability of two operators physically to share a
display, possibility of inadvertent activation of controls by passing personnel.

6.3.3 Supplementary References

Brown, W.S., Higgins, J.C., O'Hara, J.M. (1996) Local Control Stations: Human
Engineering Issues and Insights, Washington, DC: USNRC (NUREG/CR-6146)

Ministry of Defence, UK (1989) Human Factors for Designers of Equipment. Part 4:
Workplace Design. Glasgow: Ministry of Defence, Directorate of Standardisation
(Interim DEF STAN 00-25 (Part 4)/l)
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Obome, D.J. (1987) Ch 8: Workplace Design. In: Ergonomics at Work. 2nd Ed. New
York: John Wiley.
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6.4 Displays and Controls

This section covers the design of all types of displays and controls. However, with the
increasing use of computerised support systems, integrated displays, large screen
display devices, etc. in modern control rooms (or upgraded facilities) we have put
particular emphasis in our examples on VDU displays. More conventional components,
such as levers, switches, illuminated buttons, digital displays and gauges, can be
designed, verified and validated with reference to the large amount of design
information in standard ergonomics sources.

Design issues and guidance specific to NPP control rooms may override or extend
general human factors information on controls and displays. For instance, important
topics in their own right could be the design of VDU-based display systems, alarm
systems, and control panels for nuclear plant. Therefore, wherever possible,
documentation, guidance, specifications, etc., for specific systems should be used in
preference to general information. For example, USNRC (1996b) contains guidance for
advanced designs of control rooms, which may contain either hybrid designs, or totally
computer-based monitoring and control systems. NUREG/CR-5908 contains procedures
and guidance for reviewing computer-based HSIs, NUREG/CR-6105 contains guidance
for reviewing alarm systems, and NUREG/CR-6146 has guidance for local control
stations. USNRC (1996b) Department of Defense (1981) contains a large amount of
design data for 'traditional' controls and displays. Note that dimensions and
anthropometry in such handbooks may need to be validated for the population being
designed for.

VDU displays themselves are the subject of several standards and textbooks, including
IEC 1772 (1995b) which is a supplementary standard to IEC 964 and supersedes the
information given in Appendix A of E C 964 (1989). It presents design requirements for
the application of VDUs in MCRs of NPPs. The standard is intended to apply to new
control rooms. If it is applied to existing control rooms, care should be taken, as some
assumptions may not apply.

IEC 1772 (1995b) assists the designer in optimising performance with VDUs that are
used together with, or instead of, conventional displays. (The latter are covered here in
the section 'Controls and Displays'.) The standard contains:

• Requirements for the clear statement of information needs

• Requirements for good presentation

• Methods for quick and easy access to information

• Design criteria

The standard refers to the design process given in EEC 964 (1989).

Arrangement and layout of displays and controls should be based on consideration and
trade-offs of several principles. The first four of the examples below are from Sanders
and McCormick (1992) and the remainder is based on Pheasant (1988):

• Importance — important components should be placed in convenient locations
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• Frequency of use — frequently used components should be placed in
convenient locations

• Functional grouping — of displays and controls that are functionally related in
the operation of a system. For instance, electrical power distribution displays
and controls can be grouped at the same location.

• Sequence of use — the arrangement can take advantage of frequently
occurring sequences and patterns of use

• Check-reading — where several similar displays are to be scanned or
monitored, arrange all indicators to be in the same alignment in the neutral or
safe condition

• Labelling — all labels should be positioned in the same relationship to the
components they describe

• Workload — distribute workload between both hands

• Separated relationships — where related controls and displays are physically
separate (e.g., on vertical and horizontal panels) their arrangement should be
as similar as possible

Verification of control and display layout consists of establishing that the design meets
ergonomic criteria and principles established for control and display layout for a project.
Since this is a comparatively well developed subject within ergonomics, the collection
of human factors knowledge used for a utility's project will have extensive information
on the subject.

Most of the examples that follow (applications of V&V to controls and displays) use
VDU displays as examples.

6.4.1 Verification of Displays and Controls

6.4.1.1 Preparation

6.4.1.1.1 Documents Used in Verification

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

There are specialist standards and ergonomic guidelines dealing with VDU displays.
Proposed designs should be verified against the documents chosen for the project.
The design documentation should identify the intended purpose and applications,
principal users, failure criteria, system capabilities, information needs and
application procedures and design and implementation (EEC 1772, 1995b).

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents before the beginning of
verification?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?
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Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.4.1.1.2 Verification Team

Did the utility have a suitable design and evaluation team for the topic?

The evaluation team may need special skills, e.g., in the use of CAD tools for process
mimics.

Was the evaluation team suitably placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team independent?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.4.1.1.3 Verification Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

For example, the evaluation team may need access to the CAD tools or other aids
used to design mimics and displays. A practical example of verification is given in
Annexe E of IEC 1772 (1995b).

Were suitable working materials prepared?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.4.1.1.4 Verification Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

A VDU-based system brings together static and dynamic information; both aspects
need to be verified. Repeated test should preferably be carried out over the full range
of conditions on a full-scope simulator. This should take place at the construction
stage, if available. It may be necessary to defer some tests to the commissioning
stage (IEC 1772, 1995b, p. 41). There may need to be checks, for instance, that
mimics designed on the development system have been transferred successfully to
the delivery system.

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

The verification should be carried out for a set of operational states including
abnormal states and fault configurations (IEC 1772, 1995b, p. 27). Some
information, or even complete formats, is helpful in all situations (That is, not
scenario-specific.) These may be displayed continuously or included as constituents
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of the most important format sets (IEC 1772,1995b, p. 27). These should be verified
as far as possible.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.4.1.1.5 Verification Schedule Development

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.4.1.1.6 Verification Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the verification of a topic?

IEC 1772 (1995b) states that the VDU application system should be designed so that
operators can perform their tasks correctly and promptly. Account should be taken of
the relationship between the information presented and any associated controls.

6.4.1.1.7 Verification Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for the human factors topic?

EEC 1772 (1995b, p. 27) states that the general verification criteria should follow the
requirements given in 3.3 and 5.1 of IEC 964 and IEC 1771. There are also criteria in
A.4.1,4.4,4.5 and A.4.5 of IEC 964 (1989).

6.4.1.2 Evaluation

6.4.1.2.1 Verification Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for verifying a topic?

Example verification is given in Annexe E of IEC 1772 (1995b). The example
suggests that the verification may need to consist of a series of tests:

• in a computer centre

• specified test sequences during implementation

• knowledge-based laboratory tests by the designer

• use of a full-scope simulator

• on site

• tests of all signals to the system

• supervising tests by commissioning engineers

• documentation of commissioning tests

6.4.1.2.2 Verification Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?
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The design should document a clear definition of the purpose of the displays, their
safety role and their basic performance requirements (IEC 1772, 1995b).

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.4.1.2.3 Verification Results
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.4.1.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

Special attention should be given to consistency of information that is displayed at
several locations at the same time (IEC 1772,1995b, p. 27).
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6.4.2 Validation of Displays and Controls

6.4.2.1 Preparation

6.4.2.1.1 Documents Used in Validation

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
validation?

DSC 1772 (1995b, p. 43) states that the validation should take into account the
verification, especially the completeness of required functions, signals, formats and
format sets.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

For example, an OER may reveal where existing lighting designs have been found to
give poor performance with newly installed VDU display systems, or where
hierarchies of displays are confusing to navigate.

6.4.2.1.2 Validation Team

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.4.2.1.3 Validation Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

The validation team may need access to both the tools used to develop displays, and
the process monitoring system used to present displays. (The latter may not have
been available at the time of design.) DSC 1772 (1995b, p. 43) states that it may be
beneficial to use a full-scope simulator as the main validation tool.

Were suitable working materials prepared?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.4.2.1.4 Validation Scope

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

Key format-sets or information that is relevant in all scenarios should be validated as
far as possible (DEC 1772, 1995b, p. 27). Validation should be carried out with
representative operational scenarios, disturbed situations and accident conditions and
information goals for different users of the system (DEC 1772, 1995b, p. 27).

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?
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The system (i.e., CAD package, drawings, and documentation) that was used to
develop displays may need to be used for validation work early in a project. Later,
validation will be necessary on the final VDU display system.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.4.2.1.5 Validation Schedule Development

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.4.2.1.6 Validation Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the validation of a topic?

DEC 1772 (1995b, p. 43) states that the validation procedure should be concentrated
on well-specified goals and the key formats of highest information content and
abstraction.

6.4.2.1.7 Validation Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for the human factors topic?

Validation criteria should follow the requirements given in 3.3 and 5.2 of IEC 964
(1989), IEC 1771 (1995a) and Annexe E of ffiC 1772 (1995b, p. 27).

6.4.2.2 Evaluation

6.4.2.2.1 Validation Method

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.4.2.2.2 Validation Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

The validation process should follow the requirements given in 3.3 and 5.2 of IEC
964 and IEC 1771 (1995a) and Annexe E of IEC 1772 (1995b, p. 27).

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.4.2.2.3 Validation Results
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.4.2.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.
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Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

Time delays caused by scanning or pre-processing should be reviewed, documented
and assessed regarding consequences (EEC 1772, 1995b, p. 27).

Did the evaluation team succeed in resolving issues, even when these arose late in the
project?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.
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6.5 Communications Systems

Communication system design influences the efficiency and effectiveness by which
personnel exchange information. The focus is on communications between operators
and personnel at remote locations, such as LTP operators (IAEA, 1995a, p. 41). Reasons
for communication include exchange of advice, verification of information, exchange of
instructions, gathering of information from remote indications and investigations of
abnormal situations. Usually, information must be communicated quickly, without
interference or distortion.

Communications systems typically include paging, telephones, radios, faxes and
computer networks. A good system allows selection of who will receive and send
messages, provides alerting for incoming messages and provides sufficient and suitable
channels for exchanging information.

The major requirement is to satisfy the communication needs identified from task
analysis and other operational requirements. There may also be other needs, such as
personnel and security needs, requirements for site warnings, public address, etc.,
required by utility policies and procedures.

The main control room should be designed as the communication centre for the plant for
normal operations and during the early stages of an accident (IEC 964, 1989, p. 45).
Most of the equipment for communicating with locations off-site should preferably be
located on a special communications panel or desk with extensions on the main control
desk and panels (EC 964, 1989, p. 128).

During back fitting, it has been experienced that modern communications systems may
interfere with older electrical systems. Special care may therefore be needed in these
situations (IAEA, 1995, p. 41).

6.5.1 Verification of Communications Systems

6.5.1.1 Preparation

6.5.1.1.1 Documents Used in Verification

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

Human factors documents are available to help designers to define desirable signal
characteristics, can characterise noise and speech interference and give advice on
other design features and assessment methods (IAEA, 1995a, p. 41).

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
verification?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.
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6.5.1.1.2 Verification Team

Did the utility have a suitable evaluation team for the topic?

Specialist help may be needed for certain assessments, such as speech interference.

Was the evaluation team suitably placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team independent?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.5.1.1.3 Verification Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

There may be specific equipment requirements, such as noise meters, which the
evaluation team may require to confirm that the design objectives have been met.

Were suitable working materials prepared?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.5.1.1.4 Verification Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

Early in a project, the evaluation team should check that the functional specification
for the communication systems conforms to criteria and objectives.

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

The verification should include scenarios that place constraints on communications
systems design, for example, high noise levels, and high traffic load.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

The utility may need to set communications criteria for adverse locations where
background noise and acoustics are considerably worse than control rooms.
Communications equipment may also have to be usable when wearing hearing
protection.

6.5.1.1.5 Verification Schedule Development
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.
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6.5.1.1.6 Verification Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the verification of a topic?

IEC (1989, p. 43 ff.) gives several objectives for communication systems. They
should facilitate safe and efficient plant operation. Special consideration should be
given to the design of systems to be used in accident or abnormal situations, or to
communicate with emergency services. There should be non-verbal as well as verbal
systems:

• Verbal communications systems:

• On-s'ite communications — for general communication during operational
conditions, for accident conditions, a public address system for on-site
personnel under any plant conditions, and for use during maintenance.

• Off-site communications — for communicating with the station operating
authority, emergency and government institutions, etc.

• Non-verbal communications systems, such as television monitoring systems,
facsimile, data links.

6.5.1.1.7 Verification Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for communication systems?

Ergonomic criteria should be developed for all communication systems, covering
issues such as audibility, intelligibility, speech interference, the local environment in
which the system is used, support for control room tasks, etc. For example:

• There should be an adequate number of telephones in the control room.

• There should be a direct wire telephone system for emergency conditions.

• The main control room staff should be able to communicate with personnel at
any other unit with a separate control room at the same site.

• There must be off-site communications to emergency teams, radiation
measurement groups, fire-fighting stations, local police, government, public
agencies.

• Speech intelligibility over the communications systems should be adequate in
the expected noise environment.

• Speech quality should be adequate.

6.5.1.2 Evaluation

6.5.1.2.1 Verification Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for verifying a topic?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.
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6.5.1.2.2 Verification Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

Quantitative criteria that could be verified include noise levels, speech interference
calculations, effects of hearing protection on communication, local acoustic
conditions such as reverberation time.

6.5.1.2.3 Verification Results
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.5.1.3 Resolution

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.
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6.5.2 Validation of Communications Systems

6.5.2.1 Preparation

6.5.2.1.1 Documents Used in Validation

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
validation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

An OER may show some occasions where earlier communications systems have
been inadequate, for example, overload of telephone lines or radio equipment during
emergency exercises, insufficient communications discipline.

6.5.2.1.2 Validation Team

Did the utility hove a suitable evaluation team for the topic?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team appropriately placed in the licensee's organisation?

The design and evaluation teams may need contact with health and safety parts of the
utility's organisation

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

The team may need competence in specialist areas such as sound measurement,
speech interference assessment.

Was the evaluation team independent?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.5.2.1.3 Validation Resources

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.5.2.1.4 Validation Scope

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

Scenarios that test the validity of the design should be selected, such as emergency
conditions with high communications load, high background noise levels (e.g., steam
dumping). Intelligibility testing should be carried out in realistic conditions if the
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results are to be of practical value. For instance, protective equipment worn during
emergencies may interfere with communications.

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

Paper and pencil techniques may be valuable in the early stages of a project. For
example, they can be used to provide estimates of the frequency and duration of
messages, to estimate traffic, and to make lists of communications required by law.
At later stages, simulations and emergency exercises may be required to demonstrate
validity.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

For example, the control room may need to communicate with local control points
during emergencies. Any auxiliary shutdown control points may also need adequate
communications facilities in the event that the MCR is not habitable.

6.5.2.1.5 Validation Schedule Development

Did the utility develop a suitable schedule for validation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.5.2.1.6 Validation Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the validation of a topic?

For instance, validation studies could aim to show:

• The provided systems can handle the off-site communications requirements
during emergencies

• The systems do not reach over-capacity during emergency situations

• Operators' workload is not unacceptably high due to unplanned
communications with the control room during emergencies

• The systems remain usable during adverse environmental conditions, such as
background noise, when using protective equipment

6.5.2.1.7 Validation Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for the human factors topic?

The evaluation team should have shown that the communications systems criteria
were adequate for emergency conditions tried in simulations. For example, was it
shown that the number of telephone lines from the control room sufficient and that
there were sufficient off-site communications links?
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6.5.2.2 Evaluation

6.5.2.2.1 Validation Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for validating a topic?

For example, a study of the expected frequency and duration of telephone calls
during emergency conditions can help establish the need for communications
equipment. Such studies can start relatively early in the design process, since many
requirements such as legal requirements for off-site notifications, are already known.
Later, validation during simulations and training exercises can show whether the
facilities provided are sufficient.

6.5.2.2.2 Validation Process
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.5.2.2.3 Validation Results
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.5.2.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities ?

For example, there may be a conflict between requirements for hearing protection
and the need to use communications equipment.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

For example, an increase in the general volume of a public address system to render
it audible in all situations may cause distraction or annoyance in some locations.
When several communication systems coexist, there may be a problem of
compatibility, consistency and system integration.

Did the evaluation team succeed in resolving issues, even when these arose late in the
project?

A validation finding that there are insufficient communications channels, for
instance, may be difficult to resolve if the problem is found too late in the project.

6.5.3 Supplementary References

Sanders, M.S., McCormick, E.J. (1992) Speech Communications. Ch.7 in Human
Factors in Engineering and Design, 7th Ed. New York: McGraw-Hill.

UK Ministry of Defence (1991) Voice Communication. Part 9 in Human Factors for
Designers of Equipment. Glasgow: Ministry of Defence, Directorate of Standardisation
(Interim DEF STAN 00-25).
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6.6 Procedures

The purpose of NPP procedures is to guide human actions during task performance in order to
increase the likelihood that the actions will achieve the task goal. (Barnes et al., 1996)

The procedure development programme will result in procedures that support and guide human
interaction with plant systems and control plant related events and activities. Human engineering
principles and criteria should be applied with all other design requirements to develop procedures
that are technically accurate, comprehensive, explicit, easy to use and validated. (NUREG-0711,
1994, p. 9-1)'

Procedures and the process for their development should be subject to V&V in order to
ensure that the final procedures are technically correct and present the information in
the most effective and efficient manner. The basis for procedure development should
include technical information, a writer's guide and a task analysis. Procedure
development is also closely linked to the areas of job design, staffing levels, training,
and integrated system testing.

6.6.1 Verification of Procedures

6.6.1.1 Preparation

6.6.1.1.1 Documents Used in Verification

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

The evaluation team should have ensured that appropriate information sources for the
development of procedures were available. These include the technical source
documents for the contents of the procedure, and the human factors guidelines used
for writing and presenting the procedure.

Lists of documents that form the technical basis for the procedures are presented in
NUREG-0711 (1994) section 9.4 point 2, and in Barnes et al. (1996) Section 5.2.1 p.
5-2, 5-3. Barnes et al. also identify the regulatory and management bases for the
procedures. NUREG-0711 (1994) section 9.4 point 3 identifies the basis for a human
factors writer's guide.

In addition, the evaluation team should have established the documentary basis for
the procedures design process itself, including the assumptions of the designers
regarding the role and use of procedures. The important role of operational
experience and lessons learnt should be established in this process. Documentary
evidence for the application of this process should be presented.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
verification?

It should be demonstrated that all the appropriate, up to date information sources,
were available to the evaluation team during the verification process, e.g. results of
function allocation, task analysis, etc.
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Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

Important feedback from previous operating experience should also be accounted for
in the design of the procedures. This feedback should consider aspects such as format
and layout, wording, diagram use, place keeping, use of multiple procedures. It
should also include experience from the procedure development and maintenance
system.

6.6.1.1.2 Verification Team

Did the utility have a suitable design and evaluation team for the topic?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team suitably placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

Expertise in technical writing, document design, and graphical aspects (statistical and
illustrative) could be included in the evaluation team.

Was the evaluation team independent?

The evaluation team should be independent of the procedure authors.

6.6.1.1.3 Verification Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

It should be demonstrated that the evaluation team's requirements for suitable
resources with which to carry out the evaluation were met. For example the team
may need access to appropriate personnel, external expertise, and appropriate
facilities.

Were suitable working materials prepared?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.6.1.1.4 Verification Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

The evaluation team should have ensured the verification process was appropriately
applied to:

• Both technical content and human factors aspects of the procedures.

• The procedure presentation concept was documented and evaluated early in
the design process.
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• Draft copies of procedures were verified.

• Final versions of the procedures were evaluated in an integrated control room.

• The full scope of procedures was evaluated from the areas of operations,
maintenance, test, inspection, and surveillance across the full range of
operating modes. See NUREG/CR-6393 (1996), p. 5-11 and NUREG-0711
(1994), p. 9-1.

• For upgrading of existing facilities emphasis should be placed on emergency
operation procedures, (DEC 1771, 1995a, p. 56).

• The assumptions and implementation scope for computerised presentation of
procedures. For example the verification requirements for context sensitive
computerised procedures will be greater than for more passive systems, see
Barnes et al. (1996).

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Procedures can be used outside the control room and/or co-ordinated with other
'field' or maintenance procedures. The use, interaction, and compatibility of
procedures at these different locations and environment should have been considered

6.6.1.1.5 Verification Schedule Development

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.6.1.1.6 Verification Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the verification of procedures?

The verification process should have documented specific objects suitable for
procedures. Wieringa et al. (1992) suggest a number of objectives for verification
including;

• The procedure should be accurate.

• The procedure should be written in accordance with appropriate standards
(e.g., the writers' guide).

• The equipment labels and markings cited in the procedure should correspond
with actual hardware.

6.6.1.1.7 Verification Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for procedures?

The evaluation team should have insured that the two major principles involved in
verification of procedures have been adequately considered: technical accuracy and
written correctness. Criteria for verification of the procedure process and the
procedures themselves should reflect these principles.
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The verification criteria should also consider the integration of the procedures with
the staffing levels and training programme.

If procedures are to be presented by computer, additional criteria should be
considered, for example see Barnes et al. (1996). Additional aspects include the
impact of the computerised system on other systems in the control room, training
programmes, regulatory aspects, etc. Barnes et al. recommend that it is demonstrated
how the computerised system addresses existing problems with paper-based
procedures.

For computerised procedure presentation systems, the evaluation team should have
been able to follow the designer's development process from requirements analysis
to the final presentation of procedure steps, Barnes et al. (1996).

6.6.1.2 Evaluation

6.6.1.2.1 Verification Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for verifying procedures?

The verification method must ensure that the main principles for procedure design
and presentation have been verified with an appropriate method and that the source
documents are reflected in the procedure precisely and without error.

6.6.1.2.2 Verification Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

The formal review process itself should be a written procedure and be supported by
appropriate documents and forms.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

The procedures should be 100% accurate in their technical content. Other measures
sometimes used involve 'complexity' ratings that measure some aspect of the
procedure, such as mean number of actions per step.

6.6.1.2.3 Verification Results

Were the review results recorded satisfactorily, including deviations, non-conformities
and assessments against criteria?

The review results should clearly indicate where discrepancies exist between the
criteria that have been established and the procedure.

6.6.1.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations, non-
conformities?
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For each discrepancy identified, a documented record should exist detailing and
justifying the action taken to rectify or accept the discrepancy.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

Consideration should have been given to how the recording and evaluation of the
effects of resolving or accepting identified discrepancies on related systems were
resolved, such as:

• The procedure(s) themselves.

• The training programme.

• Team and shift work.

• Communication.
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6.6.2 Validation of Procedures

Validation of the procedure consists of a comparison of the procedure with the actual
task and the environment in which it is carried out. That is, to ensure that the procedure
will work in practice.

6.6.2.1 Preparation

6.6.2.1.1 Documents Used in Validation

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

As for verification but additional preparation is required dependant on the validation
method(s) selected as appropriate for the current design stage.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
validation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

Particular attention should have been given to evaluating and recording those aspects
of procedure design, content, and use that have presented problems in the past.

6.6.2.1.2 Validation Team

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.6.2.1.3 Validation Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

The evaluation team should have had full and appropriate access to personnel with
operating experience and facilities suitable for the validation method used, e.g., talk-
through, walk-through, was available throughout the validation programme.

Were suitable working materials prepared?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.6.2.1.4 Validation Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

The scope of the validation must be appropriate to the level of validation required,
for example IEC 964 (1989) states that, for integrated testing,

Operating procedures shall be compatible with the requirements for person and machine interfaces
and the expected plant responses, and the operating procedures shall cover all the anticipated tasks
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and functional sequences performed in the control room. The descriptions of the procedures shall
be correct, complete and consistent and easily interpreted. (EEC 964, 1989, p. 53)

For upgrading of existing control rooms the emphasis should be on emergency
operating procedures (IEC 964, 1989). Presentation of procedure by computer
requires consideration of additional aspects; see Barnes et al. (1996).

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

EEC 1771 (1995 a) identifies a number of basic requirements for validation scenarios
when considering procedure use. These are:

• Events that require linear execution of a single procedure

• Events that require shifts within and between procedures

• Events that involve simultaneous use of multiple procedures

Events that require a need to deviate from the procedure or events that produce a
conflict in procedure selection. (IEC 1771, 1995a, p. 69)

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Consideration should be given to the use and interaction of procedures both within
and outside the main control room. Other locations and potential users, within and
outside the plant, such as the technical support centre, and off-site emergency control
centre, should be included in the scope of the validation.

6.6.2.1.5 Validation Schedule Development

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.6.2.1.6 Validation Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the validation of procedures?

The validation process should have documented specific objectives suitable for
procedures. Wieringa et al. (1992) suggest a number of objectives of validation,
including:

• The procedure should successfully direct user to accomplish its objectives

• The procedure should be usable

• The procedure should be written at the appropriate level of detail (i.e., it
should present all important information without presenting superfluous
information)

6.6.2.1.7 Validation Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for procedures?

The process of validating the procedure should have identified criteria for
performance errors. These typically take the form of user errors, where the
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information is present in the procedure but not used, or procedure errors where the
content of the procedure itself is wrong or missing.

Examples of the type of criteria based on both user errors and procedure errors are
detailed in Zimmerman and Campbell (1988) pp. 187-189. IEC 1771 (1995a, p. 37)
lists a typical set of criteria used in evaluating procedures in relation to integrated
system testing.

6.6.2.2 Evaluation

6.6.2.2.1 Validation Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for validating procedures?

The evaluation team should have evidence documenting the process, criteria, and
procedure for use, used for the selection of the appropriate validation method. A
number of methods are commonly used including; talk through, walk through in
laboratory or mock-up, walk through on the plant itself, and observation of actual
performance. Consideration should have been given to the advantages and
disadvantages of each.

6.6.2.2.2 Validation Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

The documented review process should demonstrate its objectivity and structure. It
should also demonstrate how it identified and dealt with non-procedural problems,
e.g., training, that might come to light during the validation process.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.6.2.2.3 Validation Results
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.6.2.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations, non-
conformities?

For each discrepancy identified a documented record should exist detailing and
justifying the action taken to rectify or accept the discrepancy.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

The implications of the actions taken to rectify or accept the discrepancy should be
considered and recorded.

Did the evaluation team succeed in resolving issues, even when these arose late in the
project?
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Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.6.3 Supplementary References

Zimmerman, CM., Campbell, J.J. (1988) Fundamentals of Procedure Writing. London:
Kogan Page.

Barnes, V., Desmond, P., Moore, C, O'Hara J. M. (1996) Preliminary Review Criteria
for Evaluating Computer-Based Procedures. New York: Brookhaven National
Laboratory (Technical Report E2090-T4-2-9/96).
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6.7 Staffing

Staffing is an important issue throughout the design process. Initial staffing levels may
be established by reference to previous practice, regulations, etc., but these assumptions
and goals will need to be examined later in the design process. NUREG-0711 (1996)
requires inspectors to check that:

.... the applicant has analysed the requirements for the number and qualifications3 of personnel in a
systematic manner that includes a thorough understanding of task requirements and applicable
regulatory requirements. (NUREG-0711, 1996, p. 6-1)

6.7.1 Verification of Staffing

The verification of control room staffing establishes that the specification meets the
functional requirements, e.g., for minimum and nominal staffing, shift length and
patterns, etc. The verification should check that the analysis has taken into account
information from operating experience review, function analysis and allocation, task
analysis, procedures, etc.

6.7.1.1 Preparation

6.7.1.1.1 Documents Used in Verification

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

The evaluation team should have ensured that appropriate information sources for
staffing issues were available. The document base for staffing is broad and draws on
the findings and analyses from a number of human factors topics, as well as
regulatory requirements, e.g., the US 10 CFR, EU directive on Working Time.
NUREG-0711 (1994) section 6.4 (2) lists a number of aspects that should be
included. NPP shift practices and US NRC policies in this area are summarised in
NUREG/CR-4248 (1985) and EPRINP 6748 (1990).

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
verification?

The process of determining the staffing levels should be an iterative one, NUREG-
0711 (1994c). The evaluation team should ensure that they have access to the
appropriate set of documents upon which the current staffing level proposals are
based when conducting the verification. This document base would be expected to
become more comprehensive as the design progresses.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

Important feedback from previous experience should also be accounted for when
determining staffing levels. Aspects covering the positive and negative aspects of the
full range of staffing issues should be considered, including:

In this report the 'Staffing' does not cover staff selection or qualification requirements.
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• number of operators and supervisors required in different situations,

• shift systems and shift turnover,

• holiday and sickness,

• previous incidents,

• requirements for operators to leave the control room during incidents, etc.,

The evaluation team should also have been aware of the possible influence of other
factors on determining staffing levels, i.e. economic, new and increasing demands
from secondary tasks on operators, see NUREG/CR-6122 (1994).

6.7.1.1.2 Verification Team

Did the utility have a suitable evaluation team for staffing?

The decisions concerning staffing require the integration of information and results
from many different parts of the project, the make-up of the verification team should
reflect this requirement.

Was the evaluation team suitably placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

The evaluation team should have sought and accounted for specialised knowledge
concerning the design of shift systems.

Was the evaluation team independent?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.7.1.1.3 Verification Resources
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.7.1.1.4 Verification Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

The evaluation team should have accounted for the different levels of verification
that are possible during the determination of staffing levels throughout the design
process. Early evaluations should be concerned with ensuring that any regulatory
requirements and the appropriate range of issues have been identified and included in
the initial design assumptions. For example, recommend staffing levels for various
nuclear plant configurations, legal working requirements and limitations,
consideration of the problems identified with various shift systems, etc. Later
evaluations should ensure that the requirements and data from all these influences
have been appropriately incorporated and accounted for as they become available.
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NUREG-0711 (1996) section 2.4.2 Criterion 5 identifies the range of personnel that
should be considered.

Staffing levels for existing reactors are often governed by regulatory agencies that
specify minimum staffing levels. Staffing issues are likely to be affected when
upgrading older control rooms to more modern, advanced designs and the evaluation
team should have considered the impact of this in relation to existing regulatory
requirements.

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

The evaluation team should ensure that the staffing level and shift systems have
accounted for the full range of plant conditions and scenarios, NUREG-0711
(1994c).

Did he utility include all relevant locations?

Verification should cover the full range of staffing issues for all aspects of the main
control room. It should also cover any remote locations, e.g. auxiliary shutdown
rooms, local control panels, technical control centre.

6.7.1.1.5 Verification Schedule Development
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.7.1.1.6 Verification Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the verification of staffing?

The verification process should have documented specific objectives suitable for
staffing issues. These should reflect the full range of considerations, for example
that:

• The number of appropriate staff is sufficient for all operating conditions and
tasks.

• The level of staff does not result in excessive work load.

• Team work and communication needs are met.

• Shift systems account for maximum allowable working and overtime hours.

• There are variations in operator performance across shifts and absences for
training, etc.

6.7.1.1.7 Verification Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for the staffing?

The evaluation team should ensure that the major aspects considered in determining
staffing issues are reflected in the criteria used for evaluating staffing issues.
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6.7.1.2 Evaluation

6.7.1.2.1 Verification Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for verifying a topic?

The evaluation team must state how staffing issues were assessed. Appropriate
design guidance and methods for this should have been consulted. The method
should be documented such that it is both fully described and justified.

6.7.1.2.2 Verification Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

The correspondence between the methodology for reviewing staffing issues and how
that review has been carried out in practice should be demonstrated and recorded.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

The design team should, if possible, have developed quantitative measures for
reviewing staffing. Both qualitative and quantitative criteria will be determined by
the objectives set and the verification methods available, but could include:

• Availability of staff across different plant states, scenarios, and shift cycles.

• Measures of anticipated work load across different plant states, scenarios, and
shift cycles.

• Team performance across different plant states, scenarios, and shift cycles.

6.7.1.2.3 Verification Results

Were the review results recorded satisfactorily, including deviations, non-conformities
and assessments against criteria?

Evidence should be given that all aspects of the staffing review have been recorded
and presented in a manner appropriate for its representation, evaluation, and later
use. The evaluation team should check that the records clearly document each
instance where either the review methodology deviated from that prescribed and
where the proposed staffing regime failed any of the criteria.

6.7.1.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

Staffing levels are influenced by, and influence, many other aspects of the design. It
is therefore important that the full effects of changes to staffing have been
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considered. The process by which these effects are considered and recorded should
have been determined and evaluated for acceptability.
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6.7.2 Validation of Staffing

Validation work for staffing should include (NUREG-0711, 1994):

• The ability of minimum-sized operating crew to control plant during validation
scenarios.

• The ability of operators to effectively co-ordinate and communicate actions during
all validation scenarios.

• The ability of operators to maintain awareness of plant conditions and operator
actions throughout all validation scenarios.

6.7.2.1 Preparation

6.7.2.1.1 Documents Used in Validation

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

Following verification of staffing issues documents or the design assumptions may
have been updated. These should be available prior to the validation of staffing
issues.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
validation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

Particular attention should have been given to evaluating and recording those aspects
of staffing that have presented problems in the past.

6.7.2.1.2 Validation Team

Did the utility have a suitable evaluation team for the topic?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team appropriately placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

Expertise concerning staffing issues should be incorporated into the design and
evaluation processes used for validation of this issue.

Was the evaluation team independent?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.
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6.7.2.1.3 Validation Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

Dependent on the design stage, validation requires the use of resources and facilities
of varying sophistication and fidelity. The evaluation team has been provided with
sufficient resources to ensure that validation exercises were carried out as early in the
process as possible to an appropriate level of fidelity. Final validation of staffing
issues requires the use of a full scope simulator over a representative sample of plant
conditions and scenarios.

Final validation of staffing should have been conducted with an appropriate crew,
i.e., a test crew composition that reflects the anticipated crew structure and
composition.

Were suitable working materials prepared?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.7.2.1.4 Validation Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

The evaluation team should have ensured that the normal range of scenarios is
covered. In addition, the scenarios should allow for the need for operators to perform
other duties during scenarios, e.g., fire brigade, operating remote plant, etc.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.7.2.1.5 Validation Schedule Development

Did the utility develop a suitable schedule for validation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.7.2.1.6 Validation Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the validation of staffing?

The validation process should have documented specific objectives suitable for
staffing. For example, Draft NUREG 0800 (1996c) identifies the following:

• The ability of minimum-sized operating crew to control plant during
validation scenarios.
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• The ability of operators to effectively co-ordinate and communicate actions
during all validation scenarios.

• The ability of operators to maintain awareness of plant conditions and operator
actions throughout all validation scenarios.

NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) states that an integrated system test should also "...include
validation of the nominal shift levels, minimal shift levels, and shift turnover."

Some aspects of shift working, such as maximum permissible working hours,
minimum rest times, etc. cannot be validated until the plant is operational.

6.7.2.1.7 Validation Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for staffing?

The evaluation team should have established criteria for the validation of staffing.
These should reflect the full range of issues and objectives for the validation of
staffing.

6.7.2.2 Evaluation

6.7.2.2.1 Validation Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for validating staffing?

The evaluation team should have evidence documenting the process, criteria, and
procedure for use, used for the selection of the appropriate validation method.
Consideration should have been given to the advantages and disadvantages of each.

Final validation of staffing levels should be carried out in the integrated control room
setting, although some validation can may be possible in task or part whole
simulations. Some issues can only be validated during actual operation.

6.7.2.2.2 Validation Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

Refer to verification.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

Refer to verification.

6.7.2.2.3 Validation Results
Refer to verification.

6.7.2.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?
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The dependency of staffing issues on many other human factors aspects of the
control room design should be given due consideration when evaluating deviations
and developing resolutions.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team succeed in resolving issues, even when these arose late in the
project?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.7.3 Supplementary References

Melber, B., Roussel, A., Baker, K., Durbin, N., Hunt, P., Hauth J., Forslund, C ,
Terrill, E., Gore, B. (1994). Staffing Decision Processes and Issues. Washington DC:
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NUREG/CR-6122).

Lewis, P.M. (1985) Recommendations for NRC Policy on Shift Scheduling and
Overtime at Nuclear power Plants.. Washington DC: US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NUREG/CR-4248).

Baker, T.L., Campbell, S.C., Linder, K.D., Moore-Ede, M. C. (1990) Control- Room
Operator Alertness and Performance in Nuclear Power Plants. Palo Alto: Electrical
Power Research Institute (EPRINP 6748).
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6.8 Training

NUREG-0711 (1994) states that:

Training of plant personnel is an important factor in ensuring the safe and reliable operation of
nuclear power plants. Advanced nuclear power plants may pose demands on the knowledge, skills,
and abilities of operational personnel that are different from those posed by traditional plants.
These demands stem from differences in operator responsibilities resulting from advanced plant
design features (e.g. passive systems and increasing automation) and differences in operator task
characteristics resulting from advances in human system interface technologies. (NUREG-
0711,1994) ,

IEC (1995a) requires the training programme to be part of the V&V process and states
that:

The training programme shall be compatible with the requirements for procedures and man-
machine interface. It shall provide the operators with the skills and knowledge necessary for safe
and reliable operation of the plant including the handling of unplanned events. (IEC 1995a)

IEEE 1023 (1988) states that:

Training to be considered to the extent that it affects the implementation and utilisation of the
equipment and procedures... Hardware and documentation can be effectively used and maintained
only by properly trained people. (IEEE 1023 1988)

Current good practice within the industry requires the use of a systematic analysis of the
job and task requirements, see for example, NUREG-0711 (1994) section 10. Many
military standards also require a similar systems approach, for example see Def. Stan.
00-25 Part 12/Issuel section 16. Such an approach, based on the systems approach to
training, requires a process which (NUREG-0711 1994):

• Evaluates the knowledge and skill requirements of personnel.

• Co-ordinates training programme design with the other elements of the human
factors design process.

• Implements the training in an effective manner that is consistent with human
factors practices and principles.

6.8.1 Verification of Training

The verification of training establishes that the training programme meets the functional
specifications and takes due account of the detailed design of the MMI and operating
procedures. The training should be consistent with the human factors information
gathered for the project and developed under other human factors topics. The
verification should show how the training programme conveys learning objectives to the
trainees. The verification should include justifications based on HFE principles of
training, training practices and other criteria.

6.8.1.1 Preparation

6.8.1.1.1 Documents Used in Verification

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?
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The evaluation team should have ensured that appropriate information sources for
training were available. The document base for training development is broad and
draws on the findings and analyses from a number of human factors topics, as well as
from possible regulatory requirements.

IEEE 1023 (1988) acknowledges the multiple inputs required when determining and
designing training:

The human performance requirements and tasks should be determined based on the task analysis,
which in turn determines the personnel selection and training requirements. For existing designs
this may require retraining. (IEEE 1023,1988)

The documents should reflect the needs of a structured approach used for both
training development and presentation, and the results of that process, including
NUREG-0711(1994):

• Systematic analysis of the jobs to be performed.

• Learning objectives derived from the analysis that describe desired
performance after training.

• Training design and implementation based on the learning objectives.

• Evaluation of trainee mastery of the objectives during training.

• Evaluation and revision of the training based on the performance of trained
personnel in the job setting.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
verification?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.8.1.1.2 Verification Team

Did the utility have a suitable design and evaluation team for the topic?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team suitably placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

Evaluation of a training programme based on the systems approach to training
requires that one or more members of the evaluation team be familiar with its
approach and practice.
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Was the evaluation team independent?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.8.1.1.3 Verification Resources
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.8.1.1.4 Verification Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

The evaluation team should have ensured that the verification of the training
programme addressed the full range of requirements. The level of detail should be
appropriate for the stage in the design process at which the evaluation was carried
out. Early evaluations should be concerned with ensuring that any regulatory
requirements and the appropriate range of issues have been identified and included in
the initial training programme. NUREG-0711 (1994) states that the training should
address:

• The full range of positions of operational personnel including licensed and
non licensed personnel whose actions may affect plant safety.

• The full range of plant functions and systems including those that may be
different from those in predecessor plants (e.g., passive systems and
functions).

• The full range of relevant HSI components including characteristics that may
be different from those in predecessor plants (e.g. display space navigation,
operation of soft controls).

• The full range of plant conditions.

Later evaluations will place more emphasis on the application and results of the training
programme.

Glenn et al. (1985) suggest that for smaller evolutionary changes emphasis should be
placed on the identification of any necessary changes to the training requirements, and
the time considerations for these changes.

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.8.1.1.5 Verification Schedule Development

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.8.1.1.6 Verification Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the verification of training?
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DEF standard 00-25 Part 12 Issue 1(1989) states that

The purpose of the training programme is to ensure that the training programme is constructed
systematically and will produce trained personnel, without which no system can function, to the
required standards. Regrettably, it is an aspect of system design that is frequently neglected during
the system design process. (DEF standard 00-25 Part 12 Issue 1,1989 page 22)

Consequently, the evaluation team should establish objectives to determine the
accuracy and completeness of the training programme. These objectives should cover
the major stages in the development of a training programme including:

<
• Determining which tasks should be performed and that the knowledge, skill,

and abilities required in performing them have been identified.

• Objectives have been derived based on training need.

• Training materials have been prepared and the justification for their form and
method of presentation exists.

• Consideration has been given to the how the training is to be conducted and by
whom.

• Consideration has been given to the evaluation of both the trainees and the
training method and materials.

6.8.1.1.7 Verification Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for training?

IEC (1995a) identifies two verification criteria when considering training within the
integrated control room:

• The training enables operators to acquire the correct understanding of the
functions of the man-machine interface and the operating procedures.

• The training programme incorporates correctly the operating procedures.

The evaluation team should have established detailed criteria that address the
verification objectives. NUREG -1220, Revision 1 (1993) is an example of a process
for, and criteria applicable to, the evaluation of training.

6.8.1.2 Evaluation

6.8.1.2.1 Verification Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for verifying training?

The evaluation team should have considered how the training programme and
trainees were assessed. Appropriate design guidance and methods for this should
have been consulted. The method should be documented such that it is both fully
described and justified.
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6.8.1.2.2 Verification Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

The correspondence between the methodology for reviewing training and that carried
out in practice should be demonstrated and recorded.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

Measures can be set up to assess both trainee performance and the characteristics of
the training programme. Testing of trainees should have considered pre-training and
post-training of trainees, this measure is used to establish that some training transfer
has taken place. Later actual trainee performance is discussed in validation. The
training programme itself can be assessed, for examples see NUREG 1220 Revision
1 (1993).

6.8.1.2.3 Verification Results

Were the review results recorded satisfactorily, including deviations, non-conformities
and assessments against criteria?

Evidence should be given that all aspects of the training review have been recorded
and presented in a manner appropriate for its representation, evaluation, and later
use. The evaluation team should have documented and established that the records
clearly document and describe each instance where either the review methodology
deviated from that prescribed or, if the proposed training programme or its content
failed any of the criteria used in the evaluation.

6.8.1.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

For each discrepancy identified by the evaluation team, a documented record should
exist detailing and justifying the action taken to rectify or accept the discrepancy.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

Training is influenced and influences many other aspects of the design. The
implication of deficiencies or modifications to the training programme should have
been carefully considered. The process by which these effects are considered and
recorded should have been determined and evaluated for acceptability.
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6.8.2 Validation of Training

Methods for validating training course materials should be defined and used. There
should be reviews of operator performance in walk-through tests, simulator exercises
and on-the-job performance.

The training programme should be modified to take into account lessons learnt during
verification and validation trials. For instance, usability concerns, or performance
concerns (e.g., misdiagnosis of plant events) may arise during validation trials.

6.8.2.1 Preparation

6.8.2.1.1 Documents Used in Validation

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

Following verification, the source documents and training programme materials may
have been updated. These should be available prior to validation of training.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
validation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.8.2.1.2 Validation Team

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.8.2.1.3 Validation Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?
The evaluation team should have had the a range of facilities required to test the full
range of operational personnel, the full range of plant functions and systems, and the
full range of the interface. These could include part-task simulators and full scope
simulators. IEEE 1023 (1988) states that:

Operator and maintenance training on a simulation facility or the actual system, equipment or
facility should be performed. (IEEE 1023, 1988)

Were suitable working materials prepared?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.8.2.1.4 Validation Scope

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?
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The evaluation team should have considered the full range of plant conditions and
plant personnel when designing the validation programme.

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

The evaluation team should have considered the need for validation of training as
early in the design process as possible. It should be possible to validate some aspects
of training using talk-through and walk-through tests, or with mock-ups or part-scope
simulators, before integrated testing in a full-scope simulator.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.8.2.1.5 Validation Schedule Development

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.8.2.1.6 Validation Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the validation of training?

The evaluation team should have used the training needs, objectives and criteria
identified by the training process as the basis for determining the objectives for the
validation of the training.

6.8.2.1.7 Validation Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for training?

The training requirements, objectives and criteria identified by the training process
should have formed the basis for determining the criteria for the validation of the
training. Consideration should also have been given to the range of performance
measures possible at the time of validation and with the resources and facilities
available. Performance measures on a full scope simulator are required to
demonstrate the final validity of the training programme.

6.8.2.2 Evaluation

6.8.2.2.1 Validation Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for validating training?

The evaluation team should have considered a range of possible validation methods,
and dependant on the stage of the project and facilities available, selected and
justified one or more. As the purpose of the training programme is to produce trained
personnel, emphasis should be placed on actual performance measures.

Defence Standard 00-25 (Part 12)/Issue 1 (1989) suggests that the evaluation of the
training programme as a whole should be carried by considering actual measures of
performance. Such performance measures are preferred to evaluation of the training
materials and their content. The standard suggests that:
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The ideal method of evaluating the training programme consists of a training school pre-test/post-
test evaluation of trainees followed by measurement, at a later date, of their actual performance in
an operational setting; in other words, a transfer of training assessment. The traditional pre/post
test determines that some training has been accomplished and on-the-job measurement indicates
that the trainee can perform his job. The operational measurement is the most critical since without
it the preceding evaluations are of little value. To perform the training evaluation and on the job
measurement the evaluator requires criteria, measures and methods of measurement just as he does
for any other measurement. To develop these he should refer back to the original definition of
training objectives and task analysis which contain the performance criteria on which the school
test were based and which should suggest on-the-job measures. (Def. Stan. 00-25 (Part 12)/Issue 1,
1989, p. 28)

Other, less thorough measures are available. These may have a place in validation
carried out earlier in the design process. See Meister (1985).

6.8.2.2.2 Validation Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

The evaluation team should have considered the use of quantitative performance
measures during training validation. These measures could address both the
operators' theoretical knowledge and their practical performance during simulator
tests.

6.8.2.2.3 Validation Results
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.8.2.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

The evaluation team would be expected to clearly demonstrate that any deviations or
non-conformance identified in the process of carrying out, or with the result of the
evaluation of training, had been fully considered and dealt with appropriately. The
evaluation team should have considered how the training programme or other aspects
of the design were modified to address deficiencies, and the operators retrained as
required.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

Training is influenced by, and influences, many other aspects of the design. It is
therefore important that the full effects of changes to training have been considered.
The process by which these effects are considered and recorded should have been
determined and evaluated for acceptability.

Did the evaluation team succeed in resolving issues, even when these arose late in the
project?
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The evaluation team should ensure that training is not used as a means to
accommodate other aspects of the design that are substandard, such as problems with
the interface. These should be resolved, even at a late stage of the project and not
dealt with within training. There can be considerable pressure to resolve deficiencies
in other aspects of the design by training the operators rather than removing the
deficiency, especially later in the design process. The evaluation team should be
aware of these pressures and be able to resist them as appropriate.

6.8.3 Supplementary References

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1993) Training Review Criteria and Procedures.
Washington DC: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NUREG 1220, Revision 1).

6.9 Integrated Control Room Testing

IEEE standard 1023 (1988) identifies the need for a final test and evaluation phase in
designing or up-grading a control room and states that

A final test and evaluation of the integrated system, including the human operator(s) and
maintainer(s), should be conducted to verify that all previously determined HFE criteria and
requirements are met and that the functional requirements are satisfied. Design deficiencies should
be corrected. (IEEE 1023, 1988, p. 15)

There are detailed guidelines on integrated control room testing. The principal ones are
IEC 1771 (1995) which deals with both verification and validation, NUREG 0700 Rev.
l(1996b) and NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) which deal with validation. It is recommended
that these documents be read in conjunction with this section.

6.9.1 Verification of Integrated Control Room Testing

6.9.1.1 Preparation

6.9.1.1.1 Documents Used in Verification

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
verification?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

IEC 1771 (1995) identifies the need for human factors input from a wide range of
sources including: control room studies, preliminary assessments, and data and
findings from other plants that have carried integrated control room testing.

6.9.1.1.2 Verification Team
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.
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6.9.1.1.3 Verification Resources
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.9.1.1.4 Verification Scope

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

EEC 1771 (1995) states that

The verification of the control room shall be performed by evaluating the proposed specifications
against the applicable functional requirements, design requirements and criteria. (IEC 1771 1995
section 4.5)

This process is conceived as occurring at the stage of development when the control
room exists either as a concept described by a set of functional requirements, or as a
detailed description in design specifications.
NUREG 0700 (1996b) parallels this by defining two verification tasks:

• HSI task support verification — an evaluation that verifies that the HSI
supports all identified personnel task requirements as defined by task analysis.

• HFE design verification — an evaluation that verifies that the HSI is designed
and implemented to account for human capabilities and limitations.

These two verification tasks are carried out before integrated control room
validation.

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

NUREG 0700 (1996b) Rev. 1, section 4.2.2 (2) discusses the issues associated with
adopting a sampling strategy for verification of the interface. It considers it
impractical to verify every aspect and component of the interface.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

EEC 965 (1989) identifies the need to consider similar but simpler verification and
validation issues in the design of supplementary control points for reactor shutdown
as for the main control room itself.

6.9.1.1.5 Verification Schedule Development
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.9.1.1.6 Verification Objectives

Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.9.1.1.7 Verification Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for the human factors topic?

BBC 1771 (1995) section 4.5.1 requires both technical and human factors aspects to
be addressed in the development of criteria. It proposes the use of a hierarchical
structure of criteria to address human factors issues.
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6.9.1.2 Evaluation

6.9.1.2.1 Verification Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for verifying a topic?

NUREG 0700 (1996b) Rev. 1 section 4.2.2 (3) discusses the use of human factors
guidelines when verifying the interface, whilst section 4.2.3 (4) describes those
features of the interface that the NRC require to be verified.

6.9.1.2.2 Verification Process
Refer to the questions and explanations in the generic process.

6.9.1.2.3 Verification Results

Were the review results recorded satisfactorily, including deviations, non-conformities
and assessments against criteria?

NUREG 0700 (1996b) Rev. 1 identifies the requirements for the recording of
deficiencies and non-compliance during both HSI task support verification and HFE
design verification; see sections 4.1 and 4.2. In particular section 4.2.2 (4) discusses
the requirements to record discrepancies for both new and up-grades to control
rooms.

6.9.1.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

See NUREG 0700 (1996b) Rev. 1, section 5, for a discussion of the issues involved
in the correction of deviations and non-conformities, including their re-evaluation.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.9.2 Validation of Integrated Control Room Testing

NUREG-0711 (1994c) states that integrated system validation is

... performance based evaluations of the integrated design to ensure that the HFE/HSI supports the
safe operation of the plant. (NUREG-0711,1994c, section 11.1)

IEC 1771 (1995) states that

Before and during detailed control room system design, the overall control room system
integration shall be validated to show that it can achieve the performance intended. In particular,
special attention shall be given to time dependant dynamic characteristics of the proposed
integrated system. (IEC 1771 1995, section 4.6)

The standard places the emphasis on the interaction of the components within the
control room system, these being:
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• The control room and the operator

• The control room and the operating procedures

• The control room and the training programme

• The operator and other staff inside and outside the control room

It goes on to note that

... different parts of the integrated CR system validation with different assumptions and extents
can be performed during different stages of design. For each part of the validation different aids
can be used, or the same aids with different features. IEC 1771 (1995)

O'Hara and Wachtel (1996) and NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) identify four aspects of
validity that should be considered, namely

• System representation validity - which refers to the degree to which validation
tests include those aspects of the integrated system that are important to real
world performance

• Performance representation validity - which refers to the degree to which
validation tests measure performance characteristics important to safety

• Test design validity - which refers to the degree to which integrated system
performance is accomplished in a manner that avoids or minimises bias,
confounds, and noise (error variance)

• Statistical conclusion validity - addresses (1) the relationship between
performance data and established performance criteria, and (2) the
interpretation of that relationship

Folles0 and Volden (1993) discuss the experiences of the Halden Reactor Project during
the test and evaluation of many different operator support systems. Methodological
issues such as types of evaluation methods, experimental design, performance
indicators, etc. are discussed. Holmstrom, Jacobsson and Henriksson (1993) describe
the validation of a post-trip disturbance analysis system at a NPP in Sweden. Although
the validation was not for a full control room, many of the aspects of a validation
process are illustrated.

6.9.2.1 Preparation

6.9.2.1.1 Documents Used in Validation

Did the utility identify relevant source documents?

Refer to verification.

Was the evaluation team given access to applicable documents prior to the beginning of
validation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have access to a human factors operating experience review?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.
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6.9.2.1.2 Validation Team

Did the utility have a suitable evaluation team for the topic?

See NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) section 2.1 for a discussion of this issue.

Was the evaluation team appropriately placed in the licensee's organisation?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team have a suitable mix of disciplines?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Was the evaluation team independent?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.9.2.1.3 Validation Resources

Did the utility supply suitable resources for the evaluation team?

Facilities for validation vary, depending on the stage at which the validation takes
place but would be expected to include mock-ups and/or simulators. The evaluation
team would be expected to have considered the requirements for these facilities.
NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) section 2.3 discusses the criteria for assessing different
test beds.

Prickett and Smelts (1993) briefly describe the use of accident analysis, control panel
layouts, design drawings, and CRT simulations for the early validation of a control
room design for a vitrification plant. The operational facility and its procedures were
not available at that stage in the design. Therefore, the emphasis of the evaluation
was on the control room components similar to those identified in DEC (1995) and
emergency scenarios. Bozec et al. (1987) and Montmayeul et al. (1987) note that
Electricite de France found it necessary to use a full-scope simulator for validity
testing for the N4 PWR control room design. This was done to allow rapid feedback
in to the design of the new control room. NUREG-0711 (1994c) identifies a
simulator as 'the primary tool' for validation and states that it should physically
represent the interface and dynamically represent the plant characteristics and
response in real time.

IEC 1771 (1995) suggests that for the initial evaluations of the integrated control
room system personnel other than the operators should be used. Later when the
design or prototype comes close to those expected in the real setting operator
participation becomes essential. The role of plant personnel in validation is also
discussed in NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) section 2.4.

Were suitable working materials prepared?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.
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6.9.2.1.4 Validation Scope

Did the evaluation include consideration of all appropriate scenarios?

NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) section 2.5 discusses both the issues of sampling of
operational conditions and the definition of scenarios for integrated control room
testing of this issue.

NUREG-0711 (1994c) requires that all human actions identified as critical from the
task analysis or HRA should be tested for adequate support in the design. These
include critical actions outside the control room.

Was the evaluation scope appropriate for the stage of the project at which it was
performed?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the utility include all relevant locations?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

6.9.2.1.5 Validation Schedule Development

Did the utility develop a suitable schedule for validation?

TEC 1771 (1995) requires a detailed schedule to be drawn up by the evaluation team
with emphasis being given to the time dependencies between tasks. Where possible,
the work of the review team should proceed continuously. When conducting reviews
for up-grades to control rooms, the impact of the evaluation on normal control room
operations should be considered and minimised. This can be done by the use of
simulators or scheduling the work for shutdown periods. However, for some aspects
of the evaluation, 'normal' operational conditions might be necessary for the test,
e.g., communication or noise level evaluations, etc.

6.9.2.1.6 Validation Objectives

Did the utility define specific objectives for the validation of the integrated design?

The requirements for integrated testing are broad as they require many elements and
the interactions between them to be considered. However, broad objectives can be set
for the test as a whole, for example

IEC 1771 (1995) identifies two validation objectives:

• To determine whether the control room provides the system status
information, control capabilities, feedback, and performance aids necessary
for control room operators to accomplish their functions and tasks effectively
in normal, abnormal or emergency conditions.

• To identify characteristics of the existing control room instruction, controls,
displays, other equipment and physical arrangements that may detract from
operator performance.
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NUREG-0711 (1994c) states that the evaluations should address the following:

• Adequacy of the entire HSI configuration for achievement of HFE program
goals.

• Confirmation of allocation of function and the structure of tasks assigned to
personnel.

• Adequacy of staffing and the HSI to support staff to accomplish their tasks.

• Adequacy of procedures.

• Confirmation of the dynamic aspects of the HSI for task accomplishment.

• Evaluation and demonstration of error tolerance to human and system failures.

See NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) section 2.2 for a discussion of test objectives.

6.9.2.1.7 Validation Criteria

Did the utility develop criteria for integrated testing?

TEC 1771 (1995) sections 4.6.2 - 4.6.5 list four sets of detailed evaluation criteria for
each of:

• The control room and the operator.

• The control room and the operating procedures.

• The control room and the training programme.

• The operator and other staff inside and outside the control room.

The evaluation team should have ensured that human information processing aspects
have been appropriately addressed within the validation. Mumaw et al. (1991) and
Roth et al. (1993) describe an approach that uses Rasmussen's model of human
information processing to help identify critical human performance issues. Aspects
dealing with the stages of detection and monitoring, interpretation and planning, and
controlling plant state during information processing are described.

6.9.2.2 Evaluation

6.9.2.2.1 Validation Method

Did the utility develop and document a suitable method for validating integrated
testing?

The evaluation team should have considered essential aspects of validity and the
major threats to them when choosing the validation method. For example, O'Hara
and Wachtel (1996) and NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) identify four aspects of validity.
They give the methodological considerations of each and list a number of major
threats to each in integrated testing.
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6.9.2.2.2 Validation Process

Was the review process satisfactorily documented and traceable?

See NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) section 2.7.2 for a discussion of this issue.

Were quantitative criteria defined and measured satisfactorily?

NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) section 2.6 discusses the issues in the selection of suitable
measures and criteria of performance.

6.9.2.2.3 Validation Results

Were the review results recorded satisfactorily, including deviations, non-conformities
and assessments against criteria?

NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) section 2.8 discusses data analysis and interpretation and
section 2.9 discusses conclusions drawn from the validation.

6.9.2.3 Resolution

Were satisfactory resolutions developed and recorded for all deviations and non-
conformities?

See NUREG 0700 Rev. 1 (1996b) section 5 for a discussion of the issues involved in
the correction of deviations and non-conformities, including their re-evaluation.

Were there checks for side effects of resolutions?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.

Did the evaluation team succeed in resolving issues, even when these arose late in the
project?

Refer to the explanation in the generic process.
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7 Appendix A. Annotated Bibliography

This appendix documents the results of the literature search undertaken for the project.
The purpose of the literature search was to identify and review relevant documents for
V&V. The literature consists of guidelines, standards, handbooks, 'lessons learned'
reports and other documentation. The reviewed documents were used to support the
development of a generic V&V process and guidance for V&V of specific human
factors topics. Entries for each document are annotated in the bibliography.

The literature search was not intended to identify detailed guidance on how to carry out
specific human factors work, for example, task analysis. Nor was it intended to support
the development of pass-fail criteria for human factors work. For this reason we have
not reviewed the general body of human factors literature.

Primary Literature Searches

The following information sources were used:

• Relevant literature known to the human factors staff within IFE was obtained.

• The EFE library at Kjeller undertook a search. This search was conducted on
nuclear specific databases, using the following keywords: human, factors,
human factors, nuclear, verification, validation, verification or validation, not
software. The search identified some 150+ documents, of which 13 were
selected for further consideration.

• A search was also commissioned from the Ergonomic Information Analysis
Centre (EIAC), based at the University of Birmingham in Britain. Their
specialised ergonomics databases were searched using those keywords above.
This source is considered particularly useful for coverage of human factors in
other industries, since it contains material from the journal 'Ergonomics
Abstracts' as far back as 1968. The search identified some 32 documents of
which 11 were selected for further consideration.

• Contact was made with representatives of various international standards
organisations that have produced, or are in the process of producing, material
relevant to the project. The status of their current standards was discussed, and
plans for the revision of or supplementation of existing standards were
determined. Following this, contact was made with the secretaries of the
relevant working groups to determine the status and direction of future work
on standards. Where possible, draft copies of relevant documentation were
obtained.

• Contact was made with the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna.
Several published and draft IAEA technical documents were obtained.

• Contact was made with the nuclear regulatory authorities in the US and UK to
determine their current and anticipated approaches to verification and
validation.
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Secondary Literature Searches

It was also felt important to review work in the area of verification and validation from
other industries outside the nuclear field. To this end a number of avenues have been
pursued:

• Current work funded by the European Union on verification and validation in
Air Traffic Control was identified. A copy of the final report for the work
obtained.

• Searches of the NASA technical report database were undertaken. Several
possibly relevant reports were found.

• Searches have also been carried out of literature related to the Norwegian oil
industry and this has resulted in the identification of two standards with
human factors content.

• A general science and engineering database was searched using the Internet
('Uncover' at http://www.carl.org/uncover/unchome.html).

Basis and Criteria for the Entries

References were pre-selected which appeared to have some relevance to one or more of
the following tasks within the project:

• Building of a generic verification and validation process that should be
applicable regardless of the topic that is the subject of the evaluation

• Description of human factors topics (and grouping of topics) that we feel
should properly be a part of any design project and should therefore be subject
to a verification and validation process.

• Review of test and evaluation methods for human factors. While it was not
strictly one of the aims of this project to advise on appropriate ways to do
human factors evaluations, we felt it useful to include this information in the
review.

References were not selected regarding whether they provide criteria (i.e., pass-fail
standards) for an inspectorate's review of a utility's V&V activities. (Some standards,
most notably those from the USNRC, try to make such criteria explicit.) Neither have
we selected only those references related to the nuclear industry. There are several
references related to aviation, and software, for example.
The reference reviews are grouped in two categories:

• Standards and guidelines — from national and international bodies, such as
the IAEA, USNRC and some defence and military standards. Drafts of
documents for these bodies are also included

• Articles — e.g., from journals, conferences and technical meetings of bodies
such as the ISO

Each is presented with a table that summarises the usefulness of the reference to the
project, with columns and rows as follows:
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• Title: The formal citation for the reference

• Summary: a short description of the report's contents, not necessarily the same
as the authors' own abstract, which may include our own evaluative comments

• Generic V&V Process: is there information that describes (or helps to build)
an overall V&V method, one which applies irrespective of both the issue (e.g.,
function allocation) that is being verified and the system (e.g., a control room,
an alarm display)?

• Timing of V&V: is there information that describes when V&V should be
done in relation to a project's time-scales (e.g., following functional design,
during detailed design, when a simulator is available, when an integrated
system is available, at SAT, at FAT...)?

• Human factors Topic/Group for V&V: is there information on which human
factors topics should be covered (e.g., heating, noise), and whether they can
expediently be grouped together (e.g., control room environment) for V&V?

• Human factors T&M: is there information or guidance on appropriate
techniques, tests (e.g., experimental designs, variables to measure,
measurement methods) that can be used in evaluations intended to verify or
validate a design?

• Ratings:

— 0: no relevance or information

- 1: little relevance or information

- 2: moderate relevance

— 3: high relevance or important coverage

The references were pre-selected for relevance to the review. Therefore, references are
rated with at least some relevance in one or more areas (i.e., there almost no references
where all ratings are zero).

The ratings should not be interpreted as any kind of judgement of the quality of the
references. The ratings only have significance for the purpose of the present report.
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7.1 Standards and Guidelines from National and International
Bodies

1. American National Standards Institute (1992) Guide to Human
Performance Measurements (Draft) BSR/AIAA G-035-1992.

Summary Gives methods for measuring human performance for use in
system test and evaluation and research. Considers the reliability
and validity of these measurements themselves (among other
criteria) but does not describe V&V for a system

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0

3

Notes

Performance measurement is the main subject,
during test and evaluation.

2. Berggren, J. (personal communication) Function Analysis and
Assignment. Draft for IEC TC 45 WG A08 (1995 11 29)

Summary This draft is intended eventually to be a supplement to IEC 964,
which will specify procedures for function analysis and
assignment.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0(3)

0

Notes

Refers straight to IEC 1771 for V&V of function
assignment

This is a 'single-topic' report— function analysis and
assignment
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3. Electric Power Research Institute (1984) Human Factors Guide
for Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Development. Palo
Alto: EPRI (NP-3659).

Summary This gives a useful framework for applying HF principles
throughout NPP control room development. It gives guidelines for
planning, analysis, design and evaluation.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

3

1

Notes

Gives a HF program plan

HF work should do: function, task and systems analysis,
CR design features, panel design features, support for
alarm design, display and control design,
communication system design

4. Department of Defense, US (1979) Human Engineering
Requirements for Military Systems, Equipment and Facilities.
Report no. MIL-H-46855B

Summary This defines requirements for applying human engineering to
development and acquisition. It mentions the role of HFE in test
and evaluation and as such comes close to saying what verification
and validation are, without using those terms.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

to
 

to

Notes
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5.

Summary

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (1988) IEEE
Guide to Evaluation of Man-Machine Performance in Nuclear
Power Generating Station Control Rooms and Other
Peripheries. IEEE Std 845-1988. 19 pp.

Intended for an audience unfamiliar with the details of HF.
Reviews various HF methods/techniques and their applicability to
HF topics

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

2

3

Notes

Lists principal topics: panel designs, operating
procedures, staffing/teaming, workspace layout, CR
physical environment, communications, job aids,
operator selection, training

Some detail on selection criteria and some techniques:
paper and pencil review, HF checklist, historical review,
task analysis, logic trees, observation, WTTT, time-line
analysis, performance tracking, expert opinion,
experimental techniques. References given for these.
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6.

Summary

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (1988) IEEE
Guide for the Application of Human Factors Engineering to
Systems, Equipment, and Facilities of Nuclear Power
Generating Stations. New York: IEEE (Std 1023-1988). 16 pp

Describes how to apply HFE to systems, equipment and facilities
that have significant human interfaces in NPPs. Test and
evaluation activities are diagrammed as coming after final design.
Rather short. Separate sections on new designs and existing
design, with program plans for both. Refers to EPRI NP-3659 for
methods and techniques.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

3

2

Notes

The coverage indicates the important HF topics. These
are system analysis, functional analysis, function
allocation, task analysis, equipment requirements,
selection, training and job requirements, procedures
requirements, environmental requirements, function
design, equipment design, mock-up, reliability and
maintainability, WTTT, link analysis, final design, final
test and evaluation, simulation, installation, training,
pre-operational tests, control configuration

Some suggestions, e.g., non-observational methods,
observational methods, expert opinion techniques
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7.

Summary

International Atomic Energy Agency (1996) Safety Approaches
for Implementation of Advanced Protection, Control, and
Human- Machine Interface Systems in Operating Nuclear
Power Plants. IAEA Vienna, December 1996 Draft Document. 57
pp.

Reviews safety categorisation, safety issues and methods and a
review of human factors safety approaches. Concludes with a
chapter on safety aspects of the upgrade process. 62 refs.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

2

0

2

0

Notes

A plan is encouraged for HFE work

High level review of some areas. Ch 5 identifies key
areas

Software methods

8.

Summary

International Electrotechnical Commission (1988) Functional
Design Criteria for a Safety Parameter Display System for
Nuclear Power Stations. Geneva: IEC (International Standard
960).

Functional design criteria only for a SPDS. The document is
intended for MCRs that were not designed according to the IEC
control room standard. (The SPDS may be used to resolve
deficiencies identified in MCR design reviews.)

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

1

0

Notes

Gives functional design and performance requirements,
some in HF terms (e.g., convenient location)
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9. International Electrotechnical Commission (1989) Design of
Control Rooms for Nuclear Power Plants. Geneva: EEC
(International Standard 964. 1989-03).

Summary Provides a standard for design principles of a CR, functional
design and evaluation of the integrated design. It gives procedures
for verification and validation at these stages.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

3

3

3

3

Notes

Process of, and criteria for, V&V given in A3.1, A3.3,
A5.1, A5.2 covering MMI, remote and local control,
functions and tasks, operational procedures and training
and staffing, MMI functional design

Asks for V&V at functional design stage and on
integrated system, thereby implying V&V is appropriate
at these project stages

Verification of function assignment, validation of
function assignment; Clause 4 and A4 give a number of
topic areas for which specifications should be given

Suggests some methods in Appendices e.g. table-top,
WTTT, simulator
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10.

Summary

International Electrotechnical Commission (1989)
Supplementary Control Points for Reactor Shutdown Without
Access to the Main Control Room. Geneva: IEC (Supplementary
Standard 965 (1989-01))

Gives requirements for supplementary control points for shutdown
when the MCR is not available. Covers functional selection,
design and organisation of the MMI. Establishes requirements and
procedures for V&V of functional design. Does not cover TSCs or
detailed equipment design.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

1

0

Notes

Says that the SCP V&V process is related to the MCR
V&V process, therefore it can be made simpler (in an
unspecified way). Functional assignment must be done
at the same time.

Functional selection, design and organisation of the
MMI. Does not cover detailed equipment design.
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11.

Summary

International Electrotechnical Commission (1995a) Nuclear
power Plants — Main Control Room — Verification and
Validation of Design. Geneva: IEC (International Standard 1771.
1995-12).

Supplementary standard to IEC 964. Gives specific requirements
for the performance of V&V given in 3.3, 3.4 and clause 5 of IEC
964 and therefore supersedes the guidance given in A.3.3 of IEC
964. Gives requirements for V&V. Validation follows
Verification. V&V are iterative and should be started early.
Describes verification of function assignment, validation of
function assignment, verification of the integrated CR system,
validation of the integrated CR system. Also has a major section
on V&V of evolutionary designs and back-fits, where qualification
by similarity is possible.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

3

3

1

3

Notes

Major stages of V&V process are preparation,
evaluation and resolution.

The normal design process has 2 steps (IEC 964):
functional design and detailed design. V&V is carried
out after each of these.

Annex A (2 pp) contains examples of performance
evaluation. Annex B (2 pp) discusses the relative
advantages of various methods. Annex C reviews ways
to study cognitive performance aspects (4 pp). Annex D
gives a general description of an evaluation method (6
PP)-
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12.

Summary

International Electrotechnical Commission (1995b) Nuclear
power Plants- Main Control room- Application of Visual
Display Units. Geneva: IEC (International Standard 1772. (1995-
08))

Supplementary to IEC 964. Design requirements for the
application of VDUs in CRs of nuclear power plants. It refers to
IEC 964 and IEC/DIS 1771 for V&V methods.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0(3)

0

Notes

This is a 'single-topic' report—optimising performance
with VDUs

13. Ministry of Defence, UK (1989) Human Factors for Designers
of Equipment. Part 12 Systems. Glasgow: Ministry of Defence,
Directorate of Standardisation (Interim DEF STAN 00-25 (Part

Summary Describes how to apply human factors methods and techniques
during the various design stages of the system.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

2

2

Notes

Description of the HF activities and their relation to a
generic design process

Presentation of various techniques for evaluating the
design
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14.

Summary

Ministry of the Environment, Sweden (1996) Swedish Nuclear
Regulatory Activities. Vol. 2 — Descriptions. Report by the
Commission of enquiry for an international review of Swedish
nuclear regulatory activities. Stockholm: Norstedts Tryckeri.

A review and assessment of the quality of Swedish regulatory
supervision of reactor safety and of handling, storage and final
disposal of nuclear waste.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0

0

Notes
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15.

Summary

NUREG/CR-5908 Vol. l(1994a) Advanced Human-System
Interface Design Review Guideline: General Evaluation
Model, Technical Development, and Guideline Description.
Washington: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research. Authors: O'Hara, J.M., Brown,
W.S., Baker, C.C., Welch, D.L., Granada, T.M., Vingelis, P.J.

Presents the technical basis for the development and evaluation of
design review guidelines, an update of NUREG-0700 (1981).
Reviews the development of the Program Review Model (PRM)
and an Advanced Human-System Interface Design Review
Guideline (DRG). Describes the T&E program for the DRG. the
procedure for performing HSE design verification is given in Vol.
2, section 5

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

1

3

0

Notes

On p. 34 and 39, 'Human Factors Verification and
Validation' is presented as Element 10 of the 10 PRM
elements described in NUREG-0711. On p. 87 the
review team for the DRG noted that a procedure for
DRG use should include:
• specification and organisation of prerequisite
information
• procedure for selection of HSI characteristics to be
evaluated
• selection of appropriate guidelines
• required review team skills
• use and interpretation of evaluation results
• integration with other aspects of a review

Tries to identify the HF elements that are necessary and
sufficient.

Test and evaluation is covered elsewhere (e.g., other
BNL reports)
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16.

Summary

NUREG/CR-5908 Vol. 2 (1994b) Advanced Human-System
Interface Design Review Guideline: Evaluation Procedures
and Guidelines for Human Factors Engineering Reviews.
Washington: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research. Authors: O'Hara, J.M., Brown,
W.S., Baker, C.C., Welch, D.L., Granada, T.M., Vingelis, P.J.

The second Volume of this NUREG/CR contains the evaluation
process and HF guidelines for the evaluation of advanced Human
System Interfaces. The guidelines themselves are superseded by
those in NUREG-0700 (1981) Rev. 1; the procedure for evaluation
is explained in a straightforward and practical manner that in some
ways is better than in NUREG-0700 itself.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

3

0

3

0

Notes

The procedure for conducting a human factors
verification and evaluation of an advanced interface is
well described. The process is broken down into eight
steps; inputs, action and outputs from each are
described.

Relevant but superseded by the description in NUREG-
0700
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17. NUREG-0711 (1994c) Human Factors Engineering Program
Review Model. Washington: Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.

Summary Describes the HFE program elements that are necessary and
sufficient to develop and implement a design. Also gives the
review criteria. Gives general criteria for the review of integrated
system validation and program planning. (Detailed criteria for the
review of this validation plan and its results are given in
NUREG/CR-6393.) The HFE PRM has 10 elements, each with 4
sections: background, objective, applicant submittals, and review
criteria. The report describes the development of the HFE PRM
and gives a detailed description of each HFE review element.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

2

3

3

2

Notes

Appendix A covers the HFE design team composition

Element 10 of the list of HFE review elements gives the
timing of V&V in relation to project stages. These are:
human-system interface task support verification, HFE
design verification, integrated system verification, HF
issue resolution verification, final plant HFE/HSI design
verification

HFE review elements are:
• HFE program management
• Operating experience review (Appendix B covers
issues in this)
• Functional requirements analysis and function
allocation
• Task analysis
• Staffing
• Human reliability analysis
• Human-system interface design
• Procedure development
• Training program development
• HF verification and validation
The scope of the V&V should include HSI hardware,
HSI software, communications, procedures, workstation
and console configurations, the overall work
environment, trained personnel

Gives topics that should be covered in the validation
methodology
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18.

Summary

NUREG/CR-6393 (1996a) Integrated System Validation:
Methodology and Review Criteria. Washington: U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.
Authors O'Hara, J., Stubler, W., Higgins, J., Brown, W.

The HFE Program Review Model (given in NUREG-0711)
describes necessary and sufficient HF elements to develop a
design and provides review criteria for their evaluation. One of the
review elements is defined as V&V. The integrated system
validation is detailed in the current report (detailed criteria for both
the review of the validation plan and the results of the validation
testing). It is based on four kinds of validity: system
representation, performance representation, test design, statistical
conclusion validity. Validation consists in establishing that these
four types of validity are satisfied. Review of the methods used to
conduct the validation tests makes such assessments possible. It
also includes useful comments on threats to validity in each of the
categories.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

3

1

3

3

Notes

Chapters 2 and 5 cover review criteria for validation
methodology: validation team, test objectives, validation
test-beds, plant personnel, operational conditions,
performance measurements, test design, data analysis
and interpretation, validation conclusions

Concentrates on integrated system validation, thereby
implying validation should (or can only) come at a late
stage

Topics for validation include staffing, functions, tasks,
HSI features, transitions between features, failures of
HSI features, interactive factors

Ch 5 has a variety of tests and measurements that can be
used to establish validity
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19.

Summary

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1996b) Human System
Interface Design Review Guideline. Revision 1, Volume 1:
Process and Guidelines. Washington: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Office of Nuclear Regulation (NUREG-0700).

All licensees are now required to conduct detailed CR design
reviews. This document describes what NRC staff should do to
evaluate an applicant's HSI design review. This is an update of
NUREG-0700 to give guidance on 'advanced' designs of CR,
which may contain either hybrid designs, or totally computer-
based monitoring and control systems. There are updates on
general computer-based displays, computer-based alarms, and
local control stations. Review methods were also updated. Based
on component documents:
• NUREG-0700 (1981) guidance for reviewing conventional HSIs,
and the procedures for doing the review
• NUREG/CR-5908 was validated and slightly changed. Contains
a procedures and guidance for reviewing computer-based HSIs
• NUREG/CR-6105 guidance for reviewing alarm systems
• NUREG/CR-6146 (local control stations) guidance
• NUREG-0711 (program review model) which includes a V&V
model. Guidance for reviewing planning, preliminary analysis and
V&V methodologies

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

3

3

1

2

Notes

Their own method for developing guidance
methodology is described, but this is not the same as the
V&V process an inspectorate wants to review. But also
describes a utility's design process which the
inspectorate would wish to see:
• planning
• preparatory analysis
• HSI design and V&V phase
• HED resolution phase

Inspectorate expects to see:
• HSI task support verification
• HFE design verification
• integrated system validation

Some topics covered.

A few pages on performance measures, criteria, etc.
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20.

Summary

NUREG-0800, Draft Rev. 0 (1996c) Standard Review Plan for
the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power
Plants. Washington: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Office
of Nuclear Regulation (NUREG-0800, Draft Rev. 0 - April, 1996,
CD-ROM).

Written to help ONR staff review applications to construct and
operate NPPs. The human factors branch (HHFB) has one area of
primary responsibility. Ch. 14.3.9 describes human factors
engineering (tier 1). Cites NUREG-0711 for the technical basis for
the review of the design process and acceptance criteria and
NUREG-0700 for evaluation of the HFE. A minimum inventory of
displays, alarms and controls should be developed, based on task
analysis.
Ch. 18 gives further detail on how ONR verifies that good HF
practice is incorporated into the design, including HF V&V.
defines 10 topics and their acceptance criteria, which could easily
translate to questions that an inspectorate could ask. Often refers to
NUREG-0711 and NUREG-0700 for acceptance criteria.
The emphasis is very much on making clear what the acceptance
criteria are for ONR staff doing a review. Acceptance can be based
on:
• satisfaction of all the criteria,
• demonstration by alternative means that criteria have been met,
or
• provision of an acceptable justification for deviations from
acceptance criteria

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

Rating

3

3

Notes

V&V is covered in Ch 18.0, pl2ff. It refers to section 11
of NUREG-0711 and sections 4 and 5 of NUREG-0700
for requirements related to V&V activities and is thus
derivative. These are discussed, p. 17-18 also presents
review procedures, such as review materials to be
submitted for each review area. One such review area is
V&V

p. 18.0-12 describes 5 stages: task support verification,
HFE design verification, integrated system validation,
'human factors issue resolution verification', final plant
verification (when the ONR checks that final design
conforms to the verified and validated design) that
resulted from the HFE design process.
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HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

3

2

ONR reviews 10 topics:
• HFE program management,
• operating experience review,
• functional requirements analysis and function
allocation,
• task analysis,
• staffing,
• human reliability analysis,
• procedure development,
• training program development,
• human-system interface design,
• human factors verification and validation.
Describes acceptance criteria for each of these.

Some explanation but refers to NUREG-0700 section
5.1.2 and 5.2.2

21.

Summary

Schulz, K.A., Edman, T.R.,. Hanson, T.G., Evans, T.G., Gonzalez,
W., Smith, D. and Seminara, J. (1982) Human Engineering
Guide for Enhancing Nuclear Control Rooms. Electric Power
Research Institute, Palo Alto, California, USA, Report No. EPRI
NP-2411,1982,552pp.

HF guideline document containing many illustrations and
examples. Guideline contains list of HF areas relevant in the early
80's but little on information technology.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

o 
to

 
o 

o

Notes

List of HF topic areas used to structure the guidelines
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7.2 Journal Articles, Conference Papers

22. Boucau, J., Pelusi, J., Reed, D. (1994) The SPDS as a tool to
improve post-accident strategy on WWER and RBMK
reactors. In: Operator support systems in nuclear power plants.
Proceedings of a specialist meeting held in Moscow, Russian
Federation, 17-21 May 1993. p. 125-135.

Summary Concerned with software V&V.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0

0

Notes

23.

Summary

Bozec, J., Montmayeul, R., Leckner, J.M. (1987) An EdF
technical and ergonomic evaluation of control rooms for the
new French PWRs. In: Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society United States, 54(1): 176.

The short paper provides a summary of the main points relating to
both the design principles and the design validation for EDF's N4
control room. Short notes relating to the evaluation team, and
human factors methodology are relevant.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

1

0

Notes

Short notes on the composition of the design team, this
included a representative from the safety authority,
doctor and data analysis specialist.

Identifies 5 main HF areas for consideration. These
were control room and work station environments,
dialogue and work station management, cognitive
aspects, team organisation, and medical aspects.
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24. Collier, S.G. (1992) Ergonomics Validation of DCS and SIDS
MMI. Knutsford: Nuclear Electric PWR Project Group (SXB-IP-
096326)

Summary The study attempted to show that the design of the Distributed
Computer System and Safety Information Display System was
valid. Test subjects performed a series of realistic tasks.
Performance data were gathered by observation and by an
evaluation checklist. Emphasis was laid on the dynamics of the
interfaces. (Earlier verification work assessed the interfaces
against human factors guidelines.)

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0

1

Notes

Evaluation checklist and observation were the methods
used
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25.

Summary

Collier, S.G. (1996) Summary of Lessons Learned at the OECD
Halden Reactor Project on Advanced Control Rooms,
Automation and Allocation of Function. Halden: OECD Halden
Reactor Project (HWR-461)

This report summarises the lessons learnt at Halden from the
development of a series of operator support systems. The report
concentrates on automation and function allocation, and finds that
there have been problems, mainly with the lack of an integrative
approach to automation. A complementary approach to the design
of tasks for computers and people is urged.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

1

0

Notes

Relevant to the single topic of function allocation

26. Dahll G., Kvalem J. (1994) Guidelines for Reviewing Software
in Safety Related Systems. Report prepared for SKI by HRP,
21.2.94

Summary Guidelines for acceptance of software for safety-critical or safety-
relevant systems. Ch. 7 covers verification and validation,
including a V&V plan, methods for V&V

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

1

0

0

Notes

V&V is encouraged along the lines of IEC 1771 but
there are no references; methods are only relevant to
software
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27. De Bor, J., Swezey, R. 1989) Man-machine interface issues in
nuclear power plants. NUREG/CR-5348 Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, DC. 44 pp.

Summary Reports on a workshop held to consider MMI issues and develop
recommendations for research topics/issues for the USNRC.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

2

0

Notes

Appendix B identifies sets of evaluation issues which
could indicate HF areas.

28.

Summary

Dr0ivoldsmo, A., Folles0, K., Holmstrom, C , Hallbert, B. (1995)
The Halden Project Workshop Meeting on Evaluation
Methods and Measurements, and Data Analysis in System
Test and Evaluation. Halden: OECD Halden Reactor Project
(HWR-431)

The report documents the results of a workshop concerned with
test and evaluation issues within a research environment.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0

1

Notes

Identifies a number of issues relevant to methodology
and performance measures.
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29.

Summary

Feher, M.P., Davey, E.C., Lupton, L.R. and MacBeth, M.J. (1996)
A Design basis for the Development of CANDU Control
Centres. In: Proceedings of the 1996 American Nuclear Society
International Topical Meeting on Nuclear Plant Instrumentation
Control and Human Machine Interface Technologies, May 6-9,
1996, The Pennsylvania State University, USA. Volume 2, pp
1353-1360.

Describes a process for the development of CANDU control
centres (but not how V&V is done on these activities)

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

1

2

1

Notes
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30.

Summary

Fish, H.C. and Gutierrez, R. (1988) Integrated Application of
Human Factors to a Power Plant Control Room Information
System. In: IEEE Fourth Conference on Human Factors and
Power Plants, Monterey, California, 5-9 June 1988, Edited by
E.W. Hagan. Institute Electrical and electronic Engineers, New
York, pp 189-197.

The paper presents an outline of both the human factors and
display design review criteria, and the functional verification plan
for a new control room information system. The functional
verification plan was used to ensure that the design complied with
the HF and Display design criteria. The paper concentrates on
reporting the practical steps during the verification process by
describing equipment, operators and scenarios used. Some of the
activities using simulations could be called validation

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

1

0

1

Notes

Methods chosen (below) mean that some verification
must wait for FAT and installation

Describes four discrete ways in which V&V was applied
during the design: at display design stage through
review of display content, etc., through static scenario
format presentations, through dynamic display scenarios
(at FAT), through performance after installation
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31.

Summary

Folles0, K., and Volden, F.S. (1993) Lessons Learned on Test
and Evaluation Methods from Test and Evaluation Activities
Performed at the OECD Halden Reactor Project. Halden:
OECD Halden Reactor Project (HWR-336)

The report summaries the experience gained at the Halden Reactor
Project using different test and evaluation methods. The report
summarises the work carried out over the 10 years from 1982 to
1992. The report firstly summarises the HWRs produced in this
time and, based on these, makes general statements concerning the
strengths and weaknesses of the approaches adopted. A final set of
conclusions summarising the main lessons learnt is presented.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0

2

Notes

Contains comments on different test and evaluation
issues and methods based on practical application within
HAMMLAB
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32.

Summary

Galletti G.S. (1996) Human Factors Issues in Digital System
Design and Implementation. In: Proceedings of the 1996
American Nuclear Society International Topical Meeting on
Nuclear Plant Instrumentation Control and Human Machine
Interface Technologies, May 6-9, 1996, The Pennsylvania State
University, USA. Volume 2, pp 1157-1165.

A review by a member of NRC staff of the performance problems
raised by digital I&C, and the methods and tools for evaluating
such systems developed by the NRC. This is based on NUREG-
0700 and NUREG-0711. Steps for the inspectorate were:
• design documentation review
• on-site review using a mock-up
• WTTT with selected scenarios
• evaluation against HF standards
• review of design features against operating event reports
• review of the HSI with respect to specific NRC requirements

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

1

1

1

Notes

Method based on NUREG-0711 and NUREG-0700
Rev. 1
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33.

Summary

Glenn D.J. and Niehoff M.E. (1985) Control Room Design
Change Verification at Ft. St. Vrain. In Conference Record for
the 1985 IEEE Third Conference on human Factors and Power
Plants, Monterey, California, 23-27 June 1985. Edited by E.W.
Hagan. Institute Electrical and electronic Engineers, New York,
1985, pp 109-114.

Describes CR verification process at a HTGR—its development,
the method itself and the objectives of V&V. The V&V process
was derived from the NUT AC 'Component Verification and
System Validation Guideline.' It consists of 11 questions, some of
which are addressed to HF topics, and which could be useful for
evolutionary changes or upgrades to CRs.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

2

1

2

1

Notes

The process included guidance documents for HF
topics, formation of a suitable review team,
development of facilities, i.e., a full-scale mock-up.
Elements of process are preparation, assessment,
resolution, documentation

Some of the verification questions are addressed to HF
topics.

table-top, WTTT, mock-up
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34.

Summary

Hajek, B.K., Hardy, C.R., Miller, D.W., Bhatnagar, R. (1989) A
V&V Program for a real time Operator Advisor Expert
System. Expert systems applications for the electric power
industry conference. Orlando, FL (United States). 5-8 June 1989.
11pp.

Presents a V&V programme for an expert system to advise
operators. The paper documents the main rationale for a formal
V&V programme from a software perspective..

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

0

0

Notes
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35.

Summary

Hallbert, B.P., Meyer, P. (1995) Summary of Lessons Learned at
the OECD Halden Reactor Project for the Design and
Evaluation of Human-Machine Systems. Halden: OECD Halden
Reactor Project (HWR-376)

The report mostly concerns ten years' work at Halden to analyse
system effectiveness. Findings are organised by operator tasks
supported by the system, using a human performance model. The
main issues related to integration of automation with the operators'
tasks, the support of continuity of purpose, and task-system
integration to allow smooth transition from one task to another.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

1

1

Notes

Relevant to function allocation, task support

Gives a human performance model. (Test and evaluation
methods are covered in reports HWR-336 and 337)
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36. Hallbert, B.P. (personal communication) Human Factors in the
System Verification and Validation Process. Presentation to SKI
by MMIR section leader, OECD Halden Reactor Project.

Summary Outlines a variety of methods and measures for system V&V.
Some criteria are compatibility, understandability, effectiveness
(from IEEE, 1988). V&V framework should specify:
• functional requirements
• tasks and operations supported
• situations to be tested
• types of test and schedules
• personnel requirements
• costs
• method for evaluations and discrepancy clear-up
etc.
Gives example of a staffing study.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

2

2

Notes

There should be a V&V plan with a HF content. Plan is
outlined.

procedures, panels and MMI, staffing, users, layout,
environment, communications, job aids, selection and
training

Qualitative and quantitative evaluations. Criteria for
selection of techniques
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37.

Summary

Hanes, L.F. (1994) Human Aspects for Safety-Critical Systems.
In: Wallace, D.R., Cuthill, B.B., Ippolito, L.M., and Beltracchi, L.
(eds.). Proceedings of the Digital Systems Reliability and Nuclear
Safety Workshop. Pp. 109-132.

A general discussion of problems facing operators using safety
critical systems. Minor comments on the need for V&V.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

0

0

Notes

38. Hinz, W., Arnoldt, C , Hessler, C. (1993) Screen-based process
control in nuclear plants, Kerntechnik-Germany, 58(2): 98-103

Summary The paper presents a summary of the design process for the
Siemens screen-based control room. The approach is modelled on
the TEC 964 standard. Short notes on V&V are presented.
Emphasis is placed on identifying and evaluation of aspects that
are considered to be influenced by the switch to screen-based
control.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

1

1

Notes

Short discussion of the implications of moving to a
screen-based control room.

part-scope simulator, case studies in full scope simulator
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39.

Summary

Hollnagel, E. (1985) Man-Machine System Verification in the
NORS/HALO Experiment. In: Conference Record for the 1985
IEEE Third Conference on human Factors and Power Plants,
Monterey, California, 23-27 June 1985, Edited by E.W. Hagan.
Institute Electrical and electronic Engineers, New York, 1985, pp
95-99.

Discusses issues of verification using HALO as an example.
Claims that validation of performance can only be done to a
production version of a system. Distinguishes when verification is
done from how. Found that effort should be put into the initial
analysis and preparation of verification, and that critical
performance aspects need to be tightly defined so that they can be
tested.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

2

1

2

Notes

Gives reasons for verification to be an 'organic' part of
the design process

Method requires a conceptual task analysis

Suggests that critical performance aspects should be
identified from task analysis, also essential task
segments, relevant dependent and independent variables
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40.

Summary

Holmstrom, C.B.O., Jacobsson, L., Henriksson, M. (1993)
Validation of the Post-Trip Disturbance Analysis System SAS
II at Forsmark Nuclear Power Plant, Sweden. Halden: OECD
Halden Reactor Project (HWR-329).

Validation (primarily qualitative) included on-line tests attached to
a simulator and found that the system was effective but over-
ambitious.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0

1

Notes

An example of one validation method and the kinds of
data that can be collected from subjects (problem-
solving, time spent, questionnaire and ratings)
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41.

Summary

International Atomic Energy Agency (1994) Safety Assessment
of Computerised Control and Protection Systems. Report of the
Technical committee meeting Vienna, 12-16 October 1992. (IAEA
TECDOC-780)

Reports on a technical committee meeting concerned with safety
issues in computerised control and protection systems. The report
concentrates on the software reliability and assessment aspects.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

1

0

0

Notes

Gives a life cycle of a digital safety system with parallel
hardware and software streams, which could be used as
a general project model.

Verification is shown throughout the early stages of the
model, V&V comes at the testing and installation stages
(late)

42.

Summary

International Atomic Energy Agency (1995) Reliability of
Computerised Safety Systems at Nuclear Power Plants. Report
of the Technical committee meeting Vienna, 21-25 June 1993.
(IAEA TECDOC-790)

The TECDOC reports on a technical committee meeting
concerned with reliability issues in computerised safety systems.
The report concentrates on the software reliability and assessment
aspects.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

0

0

Notes

Lists a set of fundamental principles for V&V (p. 12)
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43.

Summary

International Atomic Energy Agency (1995) Control Room
Systems Design for Nuclear Power Plants. Report prepared for
the International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant Control
and Instrumentation. Vienna: IAEA (IAEA TECDOC-812)

Intended as a resource for people researching, managing,
designing and back-fitting NPPs. Recommends several standards
for detailed design: IEC-964, IAEA-TECDOC-565, IAEA-
TECDOC-668, EPRINP-3659. Contains subsections on V&V and
on back-fitting.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

2

2

3

Notes

lAp on V&V. Terms defined. Refers to IEC 964 for
more detail of the process of V&V.

Recommends
• verification of function assignment and validation to
demonstrate that the whole system will achieve
functional goals.
• V&V of functional specification to make sure they
meet design principles and technical requirements,
thereby implying that V&V happens at the end of a
functional design stage

Sections on existing and new technology for control
room systems, but not organised by HF topic.

Appendix B gives evaluation techniques.
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44. Lupton L.R., Lipsett J.J., Davey E.C., Olmstead R.A. (1991)
Foundation for allocating control functions to humans and
machines in future CANDU NPPs. IAEA symposium on
balancing automation and human action in nuclear power plants.
Munich (Germany), 9-13 Jul 1990, pp. 349-367.

Summary Gives a method for allocation of function based partly on IEC 964

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

1

2

0

Notes

Method for function allocation

45.

Summary

Lupton, L. (personal communication) Increasing Operational
Effectiveness and Reducing Licensing Risk of Design Changes
to Nuclear Power Plants Abstract and overheads of a
presentation by M. Feher to the Canadian Nuclear Society
meeting, June 1996

Describes an approach to integrating human factors into the design
change process and the application of this process to changes in
the display suites of CANDU control centres. It claims to give a
framework for V&V but this appears to be the HF process itself.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

2

0

Notes

Operations analysis, task analysis, function analysis
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46. Meister, D. (1985) Behavioral Analysis and Measurement
Methods. John Wiley & Sons, New York, USA.

Summary The book presents a comprehensive catalogue of the major test
and evaluation methods used in Human Factors. The methods are
grouped under the headings of analytical and measurement
techniques and each is described and discussed using a common
framework.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0

3

Notes

Discussion of a broad range of methods using a
common structure: function and task analysis, design-
aiding techniques, computerised methods, HRA,
training analysis, MMI evaluation, man-machine system
evaluation, subjective and objective methods, self-
report, application techniques, statistical techniques
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47. Meister, D. (1986) Human Factors Testing and Evaluation.
Advances in Human Factors/Ergonomics 5. Amsterdam:
Elsevier Science Publishers

Summary The book provides a summary and description of testing and
evaluation within a human factors framework. It emphasises the
practical and operational aspects of designing and conducting tests
in real world settings. The book discusses the test and evaluation
process as well as discussing the main methods available to the
practitioner. Notes are also provided on testing and evaluation for
a number of specific topic areas.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

1

3

Notes

Describes a the development of a generic test and
evaluation programme, but not how such a programme
is verified or validated

Discusses measurement problems and literature relating
to a number of specialised HF topics, e.g.
maintainability

Discusses the main test and evaluation methods
available in a practical manner
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48.

Summary

Montmayeul, R., Lestien, A., Dien, Y., Bozec, J. (1987) Two
aspects of the technical and ergonomical evaluation of the
advanced control-room of the new French PWR units. In:
IAEA, NPPCI specialists' meeting on the human factors of
information feedback in nuclear power: Implications of operating
experience on system analysis, design and operation, pp. 247-261.

Describes various validation studies for EdF at a full-scope
simulation of anew CR design due for operation in 1991. The two
main topics were man-machine dialogue and workstation
management, and task allocation between shift members and work
organisation.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

1

2

1

Notes

Incomplete treatment of topics
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49.

Summary

Mumaw, R.J., Roth E.M. and Stubler, W.F. (1991) An Analytical
Technique for Framing Control Room Evaluation Issues. In:
IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics,
Charlottesville, Virginia. Institute Electrical and Electronic
Engineers, New York, pp 1355-1360.

The paper describes Westinghouse's approach to identifying
evaluation issues in new control room interfaces. It proposes
consideration of three aspects; a classification of the operators
operational tasks, a psychological performance model, and a
model for control room support of performance. The human
performance model is used to identify and group control room
features that support different elements of performance.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

3

2

Notes

Operational task classification: developing maintaining
plant awareness, handling plant disturbances,
controlling plant state.

Maps control room features and attributes to model of
performance.

Details a human performance model based on
Rasmussen's model
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50.

Summary

O'Hara, J.M. (1991) Advanced Human-System Interface Design
Review Guidelines. In: Weiss, A.J. (Ed) Eighteenth Water
Reactor Safety Information Meeting. Proceedings, Vol. 1.
Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N.Y., pp. 73-90.

Presents a summary of the methodology used for the development
for Revision 1 to NUREG-0700.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0

0

Notes

All material is described more fully in NUREG-0700
itself

51.

Summary

O'Hara J. M. (1994) Evaluation of Complex Human Machine
Systems Using HFE Guidelines. In: People and Technology In
Harmony. Proceedings of The Human Factors and Ergonomics
Society 38th Annual meeting, Nashville, Tennessee, October 24-
28, 1994. The Human Factors and Ergonomics Society, Santa
Monica California Volume 2, 1994, pp 1008-1012.

Discusses the role of guidelines in evaluations, the development of
DRG (NRC design review guidelines) and the DRG review
procedures.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

1

1

1

Notes

The DRG structure is some use as an HF topic list
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52.

Summary

O'Hara J., Stubler W., Wachtel J. (1995) Methodological issues in
the validation of complex human-machine systems. BNL-
NUREG-61712 Computer-based human support systems:
technology, methods and future. Philadelphia, PA (United States).
25-29 Jun 1995. 6 pp.

Considers methodological issues for integrated system validation,
e.g., performance measures that should be included: plant safety,
primary task performance, secondary task performance, situation
awareness, workload, communications, errors.

Relevance

Generic
V&V

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

Method

Rating

1

1

1

2

Notes

Methodological issues are: representing the integrated
system, the operational events it must handle, and the
system performance.
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53.

Summary

O'Hara, J.M. and Wachtel, J (1996) Validating Cognitive
Support for Operators of Complex Human-Machine Systems.
In: Proceedings of the 5th European Conference on Cognitive
Science Approaches to Process Control, Espoo, Finland, August
30-September 1, 1995, Edited by L. Norros. Technical Research
Centre of Finland (VTT), Espoo, Finland, VTT Symposium 158,
pp. 291-300.

Presents concepts from the PRM (NUREG-0711) and the revised
NUREG-0700. Argues that true validation cannot occur unless the
interaction between hardware, software and components are
addressed, that is, that integrated validation testing occurs. The
paper presents a validation methodology for accomplishing this by
addressing four different types of validation:
• system representation validity,
• performance representation validity,
• test design validity, and
• statistical conclusion validity.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

2

0

2

1

Notes

Provides descriptions of four dimensions for validity
that should be met before validation can be considered
to have taken place

Discusses the requirements for integrated system
validation and provides examples of the challenges
presented to them.
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54.

Summary

Oljedirektoratet (1993) Menneskemaskin forhold i kontrollrom
for bemannede undervannsoperasjoner i
petroleumsvirksomheten [Man-machine conditions in control
rooms for manned underwater operations in petroleum work].
Report. Oljedir./537, ISBN 82-7257-386-5

High-level guidelines for control room design, covering physical
aspects, communication, organisation and work tasks, logging,
information presentation, service functions, alarms, and alarm
systems. Also includes a checklist for evaluating the above.
Project to develop the guidelines sponsored by OD. HRP was a
participant.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

2

0

Notes

Several topics are the subject of guidelines, implying
that these are the important ones, though this is left
implicit
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55.

Summary

Prickett J.L., Smets J.L. (1993) Human factors engineering
program plan for the Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant. In:
10th international high-level radioactive waste management
conference. Las Vegas, NV (United States). 25-29 Apr 1993. p.
93-99.

Describes review of CR facilities against NUREG-0700 and MIL
STD 1472D, which includes development of an HF program plan
based on DOE 6430.1 A

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

1

1

1

Notes

Uses phases from DOE 6430.1 A
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56.

Summary

Roth E.M, Mumaw, R.J. and Stubler, W.F. (1992) Human
Factors Evaluation Issues for Advanced Control Rooms: A
Research Agenda. In: Hagan, E.W. (Ed) Conference Record for
the 1992 IEEE Fifth Conference on Human Factors and Power
Plants, Monterey, California, 7-11 June 1992, Institute Electrical
and Electronic Engineers, New York, 1992, pp 254-259.

This paper describes a framework for the defining of critical
human performance issues that must be addressed in design and
evaluation. It concentrates on the critical performance tasks
activities out by operators and outlines the main evaluation issues
arising from them. New performance issues relating to advanced
technology are also discussed.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0

1

Notes

Models operator activities, e.g., detection and
monitoring, interpretation and planning, controlling
plant state, and considers the errors that might arise
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57. Sj0berg, J. E. (1994) Practical Software Quality Assurance
Based on Standards. Halden: OECD Halden Reactor Project
(HWR-394).

Summary Describes the development of a software quality assurance manual
following ISO 9000-3.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

2

1

Notes

3 pp on V&V. Defines terms, requires a plan to be
developed. Describes what should be found in the plan.

Describes unit tests, integration tests, FAT, SAT

58.

Summary

Stager, P. (1993) Validation in Complex Systems: Behavioral
Issues. In: Wise, J.A., Hopkin, V.D., Stager, P. (1993)
Verification and Validation of Complex Systems: Human Factors
Issues. Berlin: Springer-Verlag (NATO ASI Series F: Computer
and Systems Sciences, Vol. 110), pp 99-114

A high-level discussion of V&V, nevertheless useful. Uses the
external and internal validity distinction

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

2

0

0

0

Notes

Defines V&V in a way that is close to our own working
definitions.
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59.

Summary

Stubler, W.F., Roth, E.M., Mumaw, RJ. (1993) Integrating
verification and Validation with the Design of Complex Man-
Machine Systems. In: Wise, J.A., Hopkin, V.D., Stager, P. (1993)
Verification and Validation of Complex Systems: Human Factors
Issues. Berlin: Springer-Verlag (NATO ASI Series F: Computer
and Systems Sciences, Vol. 110), pp 159-172.

Builds a framework for evaluating complex systems. Shows how
testing and V&V can be integrated throughout the design process.
Identifies 2 phases — concept testing and acceptance testing. The
latter includes both verification and validation.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

3

3

1

0

Notes

Verification: "Did the designers do what they said they
would do?" Validation: "Does the system work?" —

— And general comments, e.g., V&V should be applied
throughout the design cycle. Develops a model for
integrating evaluation with the design process

Also refers to a framework for defining evaluation
issues developed in an earlier paper.
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60. Thunem, H. (1995) Review of software Testing and Reliability
Assessment Methods (RESTRAM). Halden: OECD Halden
Reactor Project (HWR-425).

Summary Reviews 20 years of software reliability assessment. Three
methods were of interest for future projects

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

0

3

Notes

Has brief definitions of verification and validation taken
from IEEE 729-1983

Applies only to software reliability assessment, fault
tolerance and testing methodologies

61. Turkcan, E., Ciftcioglu, O. (1994) Enhancement of verification
and validation for nuclear reactors through artificial
intelligence. In: Operator support systems in nuclear power plants.
Proceedings of a specialist meeting held in Moscow, Russian
Federation, 17-21 May 1993. pp. 271-279..

Summary Concerned with software V&V.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

0

0

0

0

Notes
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62.

Summary

Wilson, P.M.D. (1992) Main Control Room and Auxiliary
Shutdown Room for Sizewell 'B' Power Station. In:
International conference on electrical and control aspects of the
Sizewell B PWR. Cambridge (United Kingdom). 14-15 September
1992. Pp. 97-102.

Presents an overview of the design of the main control room at the
new Sizewell B station and the components within it. Very little is
mentioned about V&V.

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

0

0

Notes

Use of a 'sign off procedure for verification.

63.

Summary

Wise, J.A., Hopkin, V.D., Stager, P. (1993) Verification and
Validation of Complex Systems: Human Factors Issues. Berlin:
Springer-Verlag (NATO ASI Series F: Computer and Systems
Sciences, Vol. 110)

A collection of papers generally taking a high-level view of the
problems of validation and verification, with a considerable
emphasis on aviation and air-traffic control. (Where individual
chapters are useful to the present report, they are reviewed
separately.)

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

—

—

—

—

Notes

(chapters reviewed individually)
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64. Ylikoski, K., Dahll, G. (1992) Verification of Procedures.
Halden: OECD Halden Reactor Project (HWR-318).

Summary Applies V&V methods to procedures. A framework for procedure
assessment methods is outlined. Concludes that it is difficult to
verify procedures formally because they are based on imprecise
statements and because the verification mist be based on detailed
knowledge of the plant. Some of the discussion of verification is
actually what we would call validation in the current project

Relevance

Generic
V&V
Process

Timing of
V&V

HF Topics
or Grouping

HFT&M

Rating

1

0

0

1

Notes

Verification and validation are defined from the
operator's point of view.

Brief words on how a procedure should be verified, e.g.,
WTTT
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8 Appendix B. Acronyms and Abbreviations

BOP Balance of plant

BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory (USA)

CR Control room

DRG Design review guideline (published by USNRC)

FA Function analysis

FAT Factory acceptance testing

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

ISO International Standards Organisation

LEP Location, environment and protection

LTP Local to plant. An LTP operator is one who is stationed at a facility
remote from the control room, for example, a maintenance operator, an
auxiliary operator

MCR Main control room

MMI Man-machine interface. The devices through which personnel receive
information from the system or process and the devices through which
personnel exercise their control of the system or process (IEEE, 1988).

MTO Man-technology-organisation

NSSS Nuclear steam supply system.

NUREG Nuclear Regulatory Commission

PRM Program review model (USNRC)

SAT Site acceptance testing

SCP Supplementary control point

SPDS Safety Parameter Display System

TSC Technical Support Centre

USNRC Unites States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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